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Legend
Campuses
G	 =	 Gold	Coast	
L	 =	 Logan	
M	 =	 Mt	Gravatt	
N	 =	 Nathan	
O	 =	 Online	
S	 =	 South	Bank	
X	 =	 External	

Applications information
QTAC			=		 	Queensland	Tertiary	Admissions	Centre	

UAC	 =			 		Universities	Admissions	Centre		
(NSW-based)	

OP			 =		 Overall	Position	

ATAR	 =		 Australian	Tertiary	Admission	Rank	

In	this	guide,	the	ATAR	is	listed	only	for	those	degrees	offered	
through	UAC

N/A	 =	 not	applicable

CP		 =		 credit	points	

GPA	 =	 Grade	Point	Average	

All	GPAs	in	this	publication	are	on	a	seven-point	grading	scale	
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Ranked in the  
top 3% worldwide 

Rated 5 stars for 
student experience

Globally connected 

50,000 students

Industry focused

Australia’s most  
awarded teachers

5 campuses

200,000 graduates 

http://degrees.griffith.edu.au


At Griffith, 
we believe in, 
strive for and
celebrate the 
Remarkable.
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Since	we	started	teaching,	we’ve	been		
deeply	connected	to	the	Asian	region,		
socially	conscious	and	environmentally	aware.

Ranking	in	the	top	3%	of	universities	globally,		
we	offer	future-focused	degrees	that	are	
developed	in	consultation	with	industry,		
based	on	cutting-edge	research,	and	taught		
by	Australia’s	most	awarded	teachers.

Welcome to Griffith
Griffith was created to be a different kind  
of university, and we know success often  
comes from being an exception to the norm 
—challenging convention, adapting and 
innovating, creating bold new trends and 
pioneering solutions ahead of their time.

Cameron	McEvoy
Olympian
Bachelor	of	Science	Advanced	(Honours)	student
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Study in a world-class 
environment

Ranked in the top  
3% worldwide
With highly awarded teaching staff,  
expert researchers, a comprehensive  
suite of degrees spanning all disciplines, 
and outstanding campus facilities,  
Griffith is a world-class university.  
In three of the largest and most credible 
world university rankings, we’re ranked  
in the top 300—placing us in the top  
3% worldwide.

• Times HE World University Rankings: 
251–300

• US News Best Global Universities: 265 
• University Ranking by Academic 

Performance: 296

Young and ambitious
In university terms, Griffith is young—we 
started teaching just over 40 years ago. 
Being a young university means we have 
the freedom to respect tradition without 
being restricted by it, which gives us the 
flexibility to adapt to the ever-changing 
needs of students, industry and the 
community. And we’ve got the numbers to 
back this up—we ranked 32nd in the 2018 
QS University Rankings: Top 50 Under 
50 and 35th in the 2017 Times Higher 
Education Young University Rankings.

Learn from the best

Australia’s top teachers
At Griffith, you’ll learn from some of the 
best teachers in the country. Three of 
our teachers have been named Australian 
University Teacher of the Year. In the last 
five years, our teachers have won more 
Australian Government awards, citations 
and fellowships than any other university*. 

Since 2012, we have won:

• two Australian University Teacher of 
the Year awards

• seven awards for Teaching Excellence
• three awards for Programs that 

Enhance Learning
• 34 Citations for Outstanding 

Contributions to Student Learning
• seven National Teaching Fellowships.

*		Based	on	Learning	and	Teaching	results	from	the	
Department	of	Education	and	Training.

Griffith teachers have won more national awards and citations than 
any other university in Australia in the last five years. Three Griffith 
teachers, including Brydie-Leigh Bartleet (pictured above) have been 
named Australian University Teacher of the Year.

Why choose Griffith?

Five stars for  
educational experience
In 2017, Griffith was awarded multiple  
five-star ratings from the Good Universities 
Guide, an independent guide to Australian 
higher education. These include five stars 
for: overall educational experience, staff, 
teaching quality, student support, learning 
resources and skills development.

Researchers at  
the cutting edge 
We regularly work with government, 
industry and the community to find practical 
solutions to some of the biggest problems 
facing the world today, including climate 
change adaptation, chronic disease and 
crime prevention. Our degrees are informed 
by this cutting-edge research, which means 
that students gain the latest knowledge, 
learning alongside people making history  
in a wide range of specialist research fields.

We’re known for our high-impact research,  
outstanding student experience, commitment  
to social justice and welcoming environment.
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Get the knowledge  
that matters

Innovative degrees
Our future-focused degrees are designed 
to prepare you for new opportunities in a 
fast-changing world. 

We’re constantly innovating, and have 
introduced Australia’s first degrees in a 
wide range of important areas, including: 
Asian studies, environmental science, 
forensic science, aviation, Australian 
Indigenous arts and dental technology. 

Work opportunities and 
industry placements
Griffith students put what they learn 
in the classroom into practice, with the 
opportunity for industry experience 
included in many of our degrees. 
Depending on what you study, you could 
learn through work placements, overseas 
field trips or industry projects for real 
clients. See pages 6–9 for details.

Global connections  
and overseas study
Our degrees have an international focus, 
preparing you for work almost anywhere 
in the world. What’s more, at Griffith 
you’ll have the opportunity to enrich and 
diversify your degree with an overseas 
study experience or by learning a 
language. See pages 10–11 for details.

We believe in the potential of all people to be  
remarkable—to be courageous, to capture opportunity,  
to make a difference and change the future for ever.

Take control of your study 

Trimester academic calendar 
At Griffith, we teach across three 12-week 
trimesters, rather than two semesters, 
each year. Our trimester system offers 
you more flexibility and control, with the 
options of pacing your study to suit your 
needs, or fast tracking your degree and 
getting a head start on your career.

Foundation first year 
Your first year of study is foundational 
and it’s a great time to get to know the 
students you’ll be studying alongside for 
most of your degree.

Be part of an  
exceptional community
With more than 200,000 graduates, 
Griffith offers you a passport to a 
worldwide network of opportunity.  
Our graduates can be found in every field 
of endeavour, from leading politicians to 
gold medal-winning athletes, and gifted 
musicians to groundbreaking medical 
researchers. Across the globe, Griffith 
graduates are using their skills, knowledge 
and passion to make remarkable 
contributions to the world around them.

Get the support you need

We support you in multiple ways:

Scholarships
Check if there is assistance for you  
(see page 12)

Travel abroad to study and learn
See page 10

Griffith Sports College
If you are a high-achieving sport student 
(see page 24)

Griffith Honours College
If you are a high-achieving academic 
student (see page 13)

Griffith College
If you need a different pathway to 
university (see page 66)

Accommodation
Find somewhere to live  
(see campus pages 14–21)

Sports
To enhance your life at university 
(see page 22)

General support
For counselling services, international 
students, Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander students, and students with 
disabilities (see page 68)

‘Our studies provided us with the 
skills and knowledge required to 
build our Sabo Skirt label.’
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Remarkable 
entrepreneurs
Griffith	business	graduates	Yiota	and	Thessy	Kouzoukas	
have	enjoyed	international	accolades,	showcasing	their	
Sabo	Skirt	label	on	the	runway	at	New	York	Fashion	
Week	and	signing	a	deal	with	retail	giant	David	Jones.	
After	being	named	on	the	Forbes	30	under	30	list,		
the	online	entrepreneurs	say	their	commercial		
success	is	due	in	no	small	way	to	their	business		
degrees,	after	their	fashion	blog	triggered	a	
phenomenal	response	while	they	were	students		
at	Griffith.	‘When	we	created	Sabo	Skirt,	we	started	
with	a	detailed	business	plan,	very	similar	to	those		
we	completed	throughout	our	business	degrees.		
This	enabled	us	to	predict,	prepare	and	plan	what		
was	required	in	order	to	take	our	online	store	from		
an	idea	to	a	working	concept.	It	was	such	a	blessing		
that	we	were	able	to	use	our	studies	in	such	a	fulfilling	
way	and	so	soon	after	graduating.’	The	founders	of	
Sabo	Skirt	say	they	capitalised	on	Instagram	after	
recognising	its	marketing	potential	at	a	very	early	stage.	
The	duo	capped	off	a	busy	year	by	opening	their	first	
retail	store	in	Brisbane,	Australia,	and	taking	out		
the	Fashion	Designer	of	the	Year	Award	in	the		
Cosmopolitan	2017	Women	of	the	Year	Awards.

Yiota and Thessy Kouzoukas 
Bachelor of Business graduates
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Relevant degrees and 
industry teachers
Griffith maintains strong links with industry 
to ensure we develop and deliver relevant 
courses based on the latest market trends 
and employer demand. When you study 
with Griffith, you’ll learn the latest trends 
from industry professionals, and meet the 
requirements for professional registration 
in Australia. You’ll also learn from teachers 
with extensive industry experience and  
from guest lecturers. 

In Griffith Business School alone we  
have more than 90 adjunct professors 
(industry professionals who teach 
students), while more than 400 medical 
and health practitioners from outside the 
university have contributed strongly to 
Griffith Health’s teaching and research.

High profile partners
Our partnerships and collaborations 
unlock all kinds of opportunities. Through 
our partners, we offer unique learning 
experiences for students, and connect 
with government and industry to work on 
research projects, provide advice and solve 
problems. Find out more about our industry 
partners at griffith.edu.au/industry

You’ll put what you learn in the classroom into practice 
and graduate with valuable contacts and the skills, 
knowledge and experience employers want.

Industry connections

Industry placements
Placements offer you the opportunity 
to learn in a real-life setting, observe 
professionals and ask questions. For 
example, more than 3,000 final-year 
science, engineering and IT students 
have completed an industry placement 
project as part of their studies. Likewise, 
most Griffith health degrees offer clinical 
placements, and our health students 
combined completed more than 220,000 
days of clinical training last year.

Practical experience
At Griffith, you’ll have the opportunity 
to gain practical experience working on 
projects for real clients. You’ll build your 
portfolio and make critical contacts and 
networks through our work-integrated 
learning programs and key industry links.

Depending on what you study, you’ll have 
access to things like:

• Liveworm—visual communication 
design studio

• LiveSpace—a new studio for socially 
and environmentally responsible design, 
focusing on interior environments and  
product development

• LiveImage—professional  
photography services

• LiveLab—film, animation and  
games projects

• The App Factory—smart phone  
app development by IT and  
multimedia students

• Griffith Health Clinics—dentistry, 
physiotherapy, exercise physiology, 
nutrition and dietetics, speech 
pathology and psychology clinics  
at the Gold Coast where, under 
supervision, students saw more  
than 50,000 patients last year

• Student Investment Fund—using 
real money, Griffith’s Financial Trading 
Rooms and real-time access to global 
financial markets, students evaluate 
and invest in socially responsible,  
ASX listed companies.

Careers and  
employment events
A range of industry events and networking 
functions throughout the year gives you 
the opportunity to meet professionals  
and potential employers from the field you  
are hoping to enter. Enhance your profile  
in your industry before you graduate and  
give yourself the best chance of success. 
Events are listed at griffith.edu.au/careers

‘My degree from the Con has helped me so much 
as a musician—you do everything from theory to 
aural work, singing and composition. It makes 
you a really well-rounded performer.’
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Life-changing  
experience
Benjamin	Shannon	got	the	opportunity	to	play	alongside	
some	of	the	world’s	best	jazz	musicians	at	the	Banff	
International	Workshop	for	Jazz	and	Creative	Music		
in	2017.	The	Queensland	Conservatorium	graduate	was	
one	of	just	48	musicians	from	around	the	world	selected	
to	attend	the	intensive	three-week	workshop	in	Canada’s	
Rocky	Mountains.	The	revolving	guest	faculty	included	
renowned	musicians	who	have	played	alongside	everyone	
from	jazz	legends	like	Art	Blakey	and	McCoy	Tyner	to	pop	
icons	like	David	Bowie	and	Beyonce.	The	talented	young	
drummer,	who	graduated	from	the	Bachelor	of	Music	in	
2015	said	it	was	‘a	life-changing	experience’.	Benjamin	
said	his	studies	at	the	Queensland	Conservatorium	had	
provided	a	solid	foundation	for	a	career	as	a	musician.

Benjamin Shannon
Bachelor of Music
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At Griffith, you don’t need to 
wait until you graduate to get 
started on your career.

Careers and  
Employment Service
The Careers and Employment Service will 
help you from first year onwards. We can 
help you find a part-time job while you’re 
studying and provide you with tips for 
landing your first graduate job. You’ll also 
learn about the importance of professional 
networking and using social media in 
your job search, and you’ll get the latest 
information on job vacancies, recruitment 
trends, employers and career options.  
Our online resources are a great start to 
find out what you need to know to find a 
job. Keep in touch with us on social media 
throughout your degree and beyond to 
make the most of the extensive information 
and opportunities we have to offer. 

We also offer career development  
seminars and support as well as hosting  
an extensive list of employers on campus 
throughout the year. Find out more at 
griffith.edu.au/careers

UniTemps
Griffith UniTemps is a temporary staffing 
service providing work opportunities that fit 
with your studies on campus and with local 
businesses. Griffith students can register 
with UniTemps to access a broad range 
of general and degree-related vacancies. 
These can help you support yourself 
through your degree and gain valuable  
skills to improve your employability before 
and after you graduate. Find out more at  
griffith.edu.au/unitemps

Whether you’re preparing for your future career,  
or looking for a casual or part-time job while  
you’re studying, we can help you get job ready.

Kick start your career

Student entrepreneurship
Griffith has degrees, majors and courses 
designed to teach you the skills you need to 
bring innovative thinking and practice into 
your profession. Our exciting ecosystem 
of innovation and entrepreneurship is 
supported by remarkable teaching, research, 
enterprise and our industry partners.

We will show you how to create 
opportunities, disrupt existing ways of 
thinking and doing, and create solutions 
which impact local and global problems. 
Find out more at griffith.edu.au/
innovation-and-entrepreneurship

Mentoring
Griffith’s award winning Industry  
Mentoring Program provides opportunities 
for you to learn from and connect with 
leaders in industry, government and the 
community. Depending on your study  
area, you may be able to be paired with 
a mentor who can give you insights into 
a particular job, company or industry. 
The Program can support your career 
development and improve your chances  
of landing a job when you graduate.  
Our industry mentors will help you gain a 
deeper understanding of your study area, 
and connect you to a world of opportunity. 
Find out more at griffith.edu.au/careers 

Leadership programs
If you’re a motivated student, you may be 
able to join one of our leadership programs. 
For example, the Griffith Business School 
Student Leadership Program will give you 
the opportunity to participate in a range 
of leadership development and mentoring 
activities and contribute to University 
events. Find out more at griffith.edu.au/ 
gbs-student-leadership-program

You’ll have the chance to help communities 
through volunteering and receive formal 
recognition for participating in the program. 
You could also join Griffith Mates, a cross-
cultural leadership program that connects 
international and domestic students  
(see page 10 for more information).

LinkedIn 
As part of Griffith’s focus on student 
employability, the Careers and Employment 
Service has released a LinkedIn eModule 
designed to equip students and graduates 
with the skills to create an optimised online 
professional profile. A presence on  
LinkedIn provides the opportunity to 
connect with industry professionals, 
employers and alumni to identify and 
build career opportunities. Employers are 
increasingly using the platform to search 
for suitable candidates. Find out more at 
griffith.edu.au/careers 

‘Within a week I had a job 
interview in the industry.’
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Hands-on 
opportunity
An	opportunity	to	gain	temporary	employment	
through	UniTemps	has	paid	off	handsomely	
for	Griffith	student	Amy	Wallace.	Studying	
a	double	degree,	Amy	was	selected	for	a	
temporary	Marketing	Assistant	role	with	
Beernuts	Productions,	a	leading	local	company	
producing	cutting-edge	media.	Amy	succeeded	
in	the	position	receiving	extremely	positive	
feedback	from	her	manager	who	was	full	
of	praise	for	the	program.	Her	on-the-job	
experience	greatly	helped	Amy	in	securing	a		
full-time	role	at	Griffith	University.	‘Working	
with	UniTemps	was	such	a	great	experience.		
I	set	up	my	profile,	talked	to	the	lovely	staff		
and	within	a	week	had	an	interview	for	a	job		
in	my	industry.	Without	the	UniTemps	service,	
I	wouldn’t	have	had	access	to	the	advice	of	
the	staff	that	lead	me	to	paid	work	within	
marketing.	The	experience	that	I’ve	been	able	
to	add	to	my	CV	as	a	direct	result	of	working	
with	UniTemps	has	been	invaluable,’	Amy	said.

Amy Wallace
Business and journalism graduate
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Study overseas
Challenge yourself, impress potential 
employers, learn a new language, make 
lasting international connections, expand 
your cultural horizons, and discover 
amazing places. Through our Global 
Mobility program, we offer a variety  
of global learning experiences to  
diversify your degree and enhance  
your graduate outcomes. 

As a Griffith student, you may have the 
opportunity to spend as little as one week, 
or as long as one year, participating in  
an overseas program as a part of your 
study. Across more than 50 countries,  
the following opportunities are available  
to eligible students:

• trimester, winter and summer exchange
• global internships 
• international volunteering
• overseas short courses
• academic-led study tours and field trips
• clinical placements 
• research practicums 
• overseas conferences and workshops.

More information
Find out if you’re eligible, how to apply, 
where you can go and what financial 
assistance is available at  
griffith.edu.au/go-global 

Global opportunities

Learn in the field
At Griffith we offer a range of flexible 
and innovative international study tours 
and field trips that get you out of the 
classroom. These programs are tailored to 
individual degrees. Some examples include:

• School of Environment’s rainforest 
ecology and conservation field trip 
to Borneo—a two-week experience 
exploring the rainforest, working with 
local research assistants and seeing 
firsthand the incredible biodiversity  
of animals and plants in the tropics

• Queensland College of Art 
Documentary In-field Project 
—a three-week project where 
students blend theory and practice 
working collaboratively as in-field 
researchers documenting the  
social fabric of a town or region  
in the Asia-Pacific 

• Griffith Business School  
Global Mobility Internship—a  
three- to six-week full-time internship 
with an international industry partner 
in China, France, Germany, Hong Kong, 
Japan, Korea or Singapore

• School of Nursing and Midwifery 
Community Development 
Projects—a three-week program 
where approved students complete 
clinical placements in Laos or Vietnam, 
living in rural villages and working with 
local health workers.

Griffith Mates
Griffith Mates is a vibrant team of current 
Australian and international students who 
speak around 30 different languages. The 
team welcomes thousands of international 
students each year, helping them adjust  
to university life in Australia through a 
range of community events and activities.  
Griffith Mates is a great way to practise 
your English, make new friends and find 
your way around campus. Find out more 
and get involved at griffith.edu.au/mates

Add a language  
to your degree
At Griffith, you can study a language 
through the Bachelor of Languages and 
Linguistics, Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of 
Asian Studies, Bachelor of Government 
and International Relations or Bachelor of 
International Business (see page 40 for 
details) and their associated double degrees. 

You can also learn a language while 
you’re studying overseas on exchange, 
or study a language through the Diploma 
of Languages, which you can undertake 
alongside any bachelor degree. 

Enrich and diversify your degree with  
an international learning experience.
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With the Diploma of Languages, you 
can continue learning a language taken 
at school or start a new language as a 
beginner, while also gaining a degree  
in another area. Alternatively, if you  
are not enrolled in a degree at Griffith 
University, you can study just the  
Diploma of Languages.

If you choose the Diploma of Languages 
in addition to your bachelor degree, you’ll 
enhance your employment opportunities 
throughout the world. You may also find 
opportunities in education and teaching, 
tourism and hospitality, publishing and 
journalism, advertising and public relations, 
international business and commerce,  
and the arts.

Languages
You can specialise in one of the following 
languages at either Gold Coast or  
Nathan campus:

• Chinese
• Italian
• Japanese
• Spanish.

‘There is certainly no scarcity of 
interesting stories and there are 
many ways of telling them.’

Global experiences
A	three-week	study	tour	to	Nepal	was	an	eye-opener	for	Griffith	
photography	student	Madeline	Begley.	She	travelled	to	Nepal	
with	a	group	of	students	from	the	Queensland	College	of	Art	and	
Griffith	Film	School,	uncovering	some	of	the	untold	stories	of	the	
tiny	Himalayan	nation.	The	tour	featured	a	five-day	festival	of	
masterclasses	and	workshops,	followed	by	an	intensive	12-day	
storytelling	project	which	gave	students	the	opportunity	to	work		
in	the	local	community	with	a	team	of	international	mentors.		
The	trip	concluded	with	a	series	of	open-air	exhibitions	in		
the	local	communities	the	students	had	visited.	‘It	is	very		
different	to	being	a	tourist,	you	really	get	to	know	the		
people	who	live	there,	and	find	out	what	is	going	on		
beneath	the	surface.’	Madeline	was	mentored	by		
renowned	Canadian	photographer	Donald	Weber,		
who	encouraged	the	students	to	immerse		
themselves	in	the	local	community.

Madeline Begley
Bachelor of Photography
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One of our scholarships could help you achieve your dreams. 
They are some of the most rewarding and supportive in  
Australia and make studying at university easier.

Scholarships: 600+ 

Type: Academic, 
accommodation, equity,  
First Peoples, sport

Total value: $40 million+

Covers: University fees,  
living expenses 

Scholarships

Each year Griffith University 
and its partners provide more 
than $40 million in direct 
financial support to help new and 
continuing students successfully 
complete their degrees.

With more than 600 scholarships available 
to cover tuition fees, education and 
living expenses, it is very worthwhile 
investigating whether you might qualify  
to receive one. 

Find a scholarship for you
Whether you’re starting new in 2019, 
returning after a break, or continuing  
your studies, there may be a scholarship 
that’s right for you. 

Our website has a filter that will help 
match you to the right scholarship. You 
can apply for and receive more than one 
scholarship. To find out how to apply, and 
for more details about scholarships, visit 
griffith.edu.au/scholarships or email 
scholarships@griffith.edu.au

If you are an international student  
studying high school in Australia,  
visit griffith.edu.au/ 
international-scholarships or email 
finaid-scholarships@griffith.edu.au  
for scholarship information.

Make sure you check the closing 
dates carefully, as these vary between 
scholarships. Most scholarships are  
open mid-July for study in 2019.

For Bachelor of Commerce student Denis Vukovac, 
receiving a Karl Morris Scholarship was about much more 
than the financial benefit. ‘It also sets a really good example 
for giving back to the community,’ he said. ‘There’s a lot of 
opportunities that come from studying at Griffith University 
and the networks this scholarship opens up are a case 
in point.’ Denis is looking forward to a career in financial 
planning, describing it as a dynamic industry. ‘You never stop 
learning, which is something I’m looking forward to.  
I don’t think I’ll ever have a boring day at the office.’

Denis Vukovac
Karl Morris Scholarship (Bachelor of Commerce) 
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An extracurricular program  
for high-achieving students.

If you’re a high-achieving 
student, the Griffith Honours 
College can help you reach your 
full potential.

You’ll have opportunities to enrich 
your university study with mentoring, 
international experiences, leadership roles 
and community engagement activities.

The Griffith Honours College produces 
highly sought-after graduates with 
the specialist knowledge and broad 
management skills needed to become chief 
executive officers, researchers, educators, 
creators and community leaders.

Benefits
As a Griffith Honours College student,  
you will:

• take part in regular one-on-one 
sessions with a mentor who’ll guide  
you through university and help you 
achieve your career goals

Griffith Honours College

• gain a global perspective by studying 
and participating in events or working 
overseas for a few weeks, months or 
a year

• lead and support local, national and 
international community events 

• be recognised as a high-achieving 
student in the Griffith community.

Eligibility
Applications to the Griffith Honours 
College are open to school-leavers and 
non school-leavers who are undertaking 
their first undergraduate degree. 
International students meeting the  
criteria can also apply.

To be eligible you must:

• have Griffith University as a preference 
on your QTAC or UAC application and

• have a score of OP 1–3 (or equivalent 
ATAR). If you have exceptional personal 
achievement and expect an OP of  
4–6 (or equivalent ATAR) you are  
also encouraged to apply.

How to apply
To apply to the Griffith Honours College, 
you need to complete the combined Deans’ 
Sir Samuel Griffith Scholarship/Sir Samuel 
Griffith Scholarship application. Successful 
applicants for the Deans’ Sir Samuel Griffith 
and Sir Samuel Griffith Scholarships are 
automatically given membership to the 
Griffith Honours College.

Applications open on Friday 20 July 2018.

You can apply online at griffith.edu.au/ 
griffith-honours-college or email 
honourscollege@griffith.edu.au  
for more information.

Griffith Honours College student Janet Turner capped off her 
design studies at the Queensland College of Art by designing the 
official emblem for the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games 
Village. Janet created six unique elements representing the six 
residential zones of the Games Village which came together as one 
piece of art. Her membership of the Honours College also opened 
many avenues of opportunity to meet like-minded people from 
different degrees and access career oriented activities such as 
leadership workshops and mentoring. ‘In choosing my area of study 
and to major in visual communication, I was influenced by its focus 
on how design can influence social change.’ Janet is now working  
for animation and graphics studio Hotel Lima  in Brisbane  .

Janet Turner
Design graduate
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Our five campuses are a thriving network of learning and 
innovation. All are conveniently city-based, but also offer 
easy access to beaches, islands, and the many amazing 
experiences on South East Queensland’s doorstep.

Your campus life

As well as gaining knowledge and 
preparing for your future career, 
you will have the opportunity to 
meet new people, make lifelong 
friends and take part in social, 
sporting and cultural activities.  
Find out about upcoming events  
at griffith.edu.au/whats-on

Delicious food 
You’ll enjoy a broad and culturally diverse 
range of food and beverage options 
(including halal) through coffee shops, 
cafeterias, dining rooms, common rooms, 
modern restaurants, clubs, a food co-op 
and juice bars. Visit griffith.edu.au/shops 
to find out about the food available at  
each campus.

Handy retail
Each campus is like a village, with its own 
range of retail shops. These include post 
offices, travel agencies, hairdressing and 
beauty salons, general stores, bookshops, 
computer stores and a credit union.  
Visit griffith.edu.au/shops to find  
out what’s available at each campus.

Religion facilities
People from diverse faith, religious and 
spiritual traditions come together at the 
Centre for Interfaith & Cultural Dialogue 
on the Nathan campus. The Centre  
brings people of different religions,  
faiths and philosophies together with a 
range of events and education programs. 
Prayer rooms are also available on all  
our campuses. Find out more at  
griffith.edu.au/community/ 
centre-interfaith-cultural-dialogue

With more than 
120 student clubs 
on offer at Griffith, 
you’re sure to meet 
people who share 
your interests.

Clubs and societies
There are more than 120 clubs across all 
our campuses ranging from educational 
and professional, political, recreational,  
and cultural to religious and sporting.  
If you can’t find a club to suit your 
particular interest, you can start a  
new one, as support is readily available.  
Visit griffith.edu.au/clubs to find  
out more.
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Our campuses are located at the 
Gold Coast, Brisbane and Logan.  
Each location has a wide range 
of modern spaces to suit every 
study need.

Gold Coast
The Gold Coast is one of Australia’s leading 
holiday destinations, with world-class 
theme parks, wildlife sanctuaries, national 
parks and some of the best beaches  
on earth. Visit goldcoast.qld.gov.au  
to learn more.

Brisbane
Home to our Nathan, South Bank and  
Mt Gravatt campuses, Brisbane offers all 
the social, cultural and recreational facilities 
you would expect of a capital city, in a 
beautiful riverside setting. Find out more  
at brisbane.qld.gov.au

Logan
Logan is home to people from more 
than 160 different cultures. With around 
50% of residents aged 30 or younger, 
it celebrates both youth and diversity 
in a rich and varied lifestyle. For more 
information, visit logan.qld.gov.au
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The Gold Coast campus is our largest campus  
and offers a range of state-of-the-art facilities  
and teaching and research in almost all disciplines.

Gold Coast

Students: 18,000+ 

Study areas:  
Degrees span almost  
all disciplines with  
strengths in health

Centrally located in Southport and 
just minutes from world-famous 
beaches, the campus offers a 
dynamic and exciting student 
lifestyle. Play beach volleyball, 
indoor soccer, basketball and 
tennis, and make use of the gym 
and fitness centre and Olympic-
standard athletics track. 

The campus has seen significant growth 
and development with the opening of the 
$150 million Griffith Health Centre in 2013, 
and the $38 million Griffith Business School 
building in 2014. 

Our science precinct is home to the 
Institute of Glycomics, the only research 
facility of its kind in Australia. There are 
new indoor and outdoor study spaces at 
the Library, a Microsoft Tech Lounge and 
a study hall with 24/7 access. Students 
and visitors can also relax in the Red Zone, 
which features interactive technology and 
massive projection displays showcasing  
the latest research from Griffith.

The campus also has a range of sporting 
facilities. Visit griffith.edu.au/sport  
for more information.
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Public transport
• You can reach the Gold Coast campus by 

bus, train or G:link light rail. With two light 
rail stops, the campus is easily accessible 
from the heart of the Gold Coast.  

• Bus connections run between Robina 
Station, Helensvale Station and Griffith. 
The G:link light rail also runs between 
Helensvale Station and Griffith. 

• G:link light rail runs from the Gold Coast 
University Hospital to Southport in  
11 minutes and to Cavill Avenue in  
25 minutes. 

• Helensvale is the closest train station, 
and is approximately 12 minutes by  
G:link light rail, 15 minutes by car or  
20 minutes by bus from the Gold Coast 
campus. Trains to Brisbane and Robina 
can be boarded at this station.

Car
The Gold Coast campus is a 10-minute 
drive from Southport, and a 45-minute 
drive from Brisbane. For information  
on where to park on campus, visit 
griffith.edu.au/parking

Student accommodation 
Operated by the privately run Griffith 
University Village, it accommodates  
around 500 residents in fully furnished 
self-catered modern apartments.  
Visit griffithuv.com.au to find out  
about costs, key dates and how to apply.

Accommodation types
• studio apartments
• one-bedroom apartments
• two-bedroom apartments
• five-bedroom apartments.

Facilities, activities  
and support
• swimming pool
• e-library and study spaces
• communal kitchen
• basketball court
• gym
• support from residential advisers
• cafe and general store
• barbecue facilities
• sporting and social activities.
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The Nathan campus is situated in tranquil,  
native koala habitat on the edge of Toohey Forest,  
just 20 minutes from the Brisbane CBD.

Students: 13,000+ 

Study areas:  
Aviation, business, 
government, engineering, 
information technology, 
environment, humanities, 
languages, law, nursing, 
physiotherapy, occupational 
therapy, science

Nathan

Our foundation campus, Nathan 
is home to world-class expertise 
in the environment, corporate 
sustainability, Asian studies and 
the emerging biosciences. 

Our six-star, green-rated Sir Samuel 
Griffith Centre, was Australia’s first 
teaching and research building driven  
by a combination of solar power and 
hydrogen energy. 

The Centre provides students with 
innovative new learning spaces, and  
hosts the Red Zone, where students  
and visitors can relax and play with 
interactive technology. The campus  
also has a range of sporting facilities.  
Visit griffith.edu.au/sport for  
more information.

Public transport
• The Griffith University Busway  

is located conveniently at the  
Mt Gravatt campus, linking our 
Nathan and Mt Gravatt campuses  
to Brisbane’s bus network. 

• Brisbane City Council buses run 
directly to the Nathan campus. 

• A free shuttle bus service operates 
between the two campuses.

Car
• Both campuses are a 15-minute 

drive from the Brisbane CBD and a 
10-minute drive from Garden City 
Shopping Centre.

• For information on where to park on 
campus, visit griffith.edu.au/parking

Student accommodation
• Both Nathan and Mt Gravatt  

campuses have on-campus  
residential colleges, accommodating 
around 1,000 students in a range of 
accommodation types.

• For more information about costs,  
key dates and how to apply visit  
griffith.edu.au/accommodation
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Mt Gravatt

Students: 4,000+ 

Study areas:  
Criminology, criminal justice, 
education, applied theatre, 
psychology

Mt Gravatt is a base for teaching 
and research into criminology, 
education and psychology.

Like Nathan, it’s situated on the edge of 
Toohey Forest and features a world-class 
health and fitness hub comprising a heated 
pool, indoor and outdoor recreation areas, 
fitness centre, 16-court tennis centre,  
a training oval plus basketball and netball 
courts. Visit griffith.edu.au/sport  
for more information.

Mt Gravatt campus is adjacent to Nathan  
campus, with panoramic views of Brisbane. 

Accommodation types
• Self-catered single rooms in dormitory 

style buildings
• Self-contained shared flats with single, 

lockable rooms

Facilities, activities and support
• communal kitchens
• academic support and assistance 

including mentoring
• organised social and sporting events
• leadership and employment 

opportunities
• discounts at various on-campus  

food outlets

• discounts at on-campus facilities 
including fully equipped fitness 
centres (weights, cardio and classes), 
tennis centre and swimming pool

• support from Residential Advisers
• barbecue facilities.
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Embedded within Brisbane’s cultural heart and  
the picturesque South Bank Parklands, this campus  
is our creative and performing arts hub.

Students: 3,400+ 

Study areas:  
Film, music, acting, 
photography, design, media, 
fine art, games design, 
animation, contemporary 
Australian Indigenous art,  
musical theatre

The campus is a ten-minute 
walk to the city, Queensland 
Art Gallery, Gallery of Modern 
Art, State Library, Queensland 
Museum, Queensland 
Performing Arts Centre  
and the Brisbane Convention  
and Exhibition Centre.

South Bank

Renowned for excellence in the creative 
and performing arts, the campus 
encompasses the Queensland College  
of Art, Griffith Film School, the  
Queensland Conservatorium and  
the Griffith Graduate Centre.

Through the Queensland College of Art 
and the Griffith Film School, students have 
access to state-of-the-art facilities and 
teachers at the cutting edge of their field. 

The Queensland Conservatorium houses 
world-class performance facilities, 
including a 700-seat theatre with some 
of the best acoustics in the Southern 
Hemisphere. The Conservatorium  
hosts shows and events that are open  
to the public throughout the year.

Griffith Business School also offers 
courses at South Bank, including  
studies in entrepreneurship and a  
range of postgraduate programs.

Public transport
• Easily accessed by public transport, 

with extensive rail, bus and ferry 
options available.

Car
• Parking at South Bank is not operated 

by Griffith. Paid public car parks are 
available in the South Bank Parklands 
and Brisbane Convention and  
Exhibition Centre car parks,  
as well as on the street.

Student accommodation 
• South Bank students can live in the 

Residential Colleges at Nathan and  
Mt Gravatt with quick, convenient 
access to South Bank by bus. 

• For more information about costs,  
key dates and how to apply visit 
griffith.edu.au/accommodation
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Our Logan campus sits between Brisbane 
and the Gold Coast in one of Australia’s 
most rapidly developing regions. 

Students: 2,500+ 

Study areas:  
Human services, social work, 
nursing, midwifery, business, 
commerce, education

This community campus 
is renowned as a national 
showcase of social inclusion 
in higher education through 
innovative partnerships, 
industry engagement and 
degree pathways, with a strong 
focus on community health, 
education and business. 

A leader in flexible learning options, the 
campus also hosts numerous sporting 
and cultural events throughout the year. 
Students have access to a bookshop, 
community lounge and a range of  
support services. 

Logan

Public transport
• Buses run regularly between Browns 

Plains Grand Plaza and Logan 
Hyperdome, via Logan campus.

• If you’re travelling from Brisbane,  
you can transfer to a Logan bus at 
Griffith University busway station  
or Loganlea train station.

• An integrated rail/bus service operates 
during teaching time between Loganlea 
train station and the Logan campus, 
with services every 30 minutes  
on weekdays. 

• Loganlea train station is 2 km, an 
approximate 25-minute walk, from  
the Logan campus.

Car
• The Logan campus is located at 

Meadowbrook, a 30-minute drive  
from the Brisbane CBD, and less than  
10 minutes from Ikea at Logan.

• For information on where to park on 
campus, visit griffith.edu.au/parking

Student accommodation
UniCentral Griffith operates a privately run 
accommodation facility next to the Logan 
campus. Visit ucg.net.au to find out about 
costs, key dates and how to apply.

Accommodation types
• four-bedroom units, each with private 

ensuite and double bed
• some units are available with carports.

Facilities, activities  
and support
• common rooms—pool tables,  

table tennis
• tennis and basketball courts
• 25 m swimming pool
• barbecue facilities
• gym
• sauna.
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Sport at Griffith

Whether you are social or serious when it comes to sport, 
you will have access to a vast array of sport and recreation 
facilities and services across our five campuses.

Represent Griffith
You have the chance to represent Griffith  
in more than 30 sports and compete at  
the University Nationals. Griffith staff will 
help you in all aspects of the lead-up and 
throughout the competition, including 
assistance with registration, trials, training, 
uniforms, merchandise, accommodation, 
team bonding events, travel and more. 

In 2017, Griffith ranked seventh overall and 
we’re always on the lookout for more talent 
to help us take out that top spot. Find out 
more at griffith.edu.au/representgriffith

Events
We run a number of different sporting 
events for students and non-students 
on campus throughout the year, from 
swimathons to fun runs and more. Some 
key events include the Nathan Dash, a  
660 m sprint through the heart of the 
Nathan campus, and the Toohey Trail Run, a 
5 km, 10 km, or half marathon trail run from 
the Nathan campus through Toohey Forest. 

You can represent Griffith in 
university sporting competitions 
through events such as the 
University Nationals, join one of 
our many sports clubs, or take 
part in social sport competitions.

For an overview of all the sport and fitness 
options available to Griffith students, visit 
griffith.edu.au/play-sport

Sporting clubs and events

Social sport
Weekly sport competitions for a wide 
range of sports, including 5-a-side soccer, 
7-a-side soccer, basketball, netball, touch 
football, flag gridiron and volleyball, are 
hosted on campus throughout the year.  
You can register as a full team or, if you  
don’t have enough people for a team, or  
are joining on your own, you can sign up  
as an individual and we’ll put you in a team. 

The advantage of being a Griffith  
student is that you get special discounted 
registration fees. 

Seasons run for about 10 weeks including 
finals and there are multiple seasons 
throughout the year. Find out more  
at griffith.edu.au/social-sport

Clubs
Griffith sporting clubs are run for students 
by students and offer a great chance to 
participate in different levels of sport  
and enjoy social events. We have a range  
of clubs already established, from AFL  
and athletics to gridiron and volleyball.  
If we don’t have the club you like, we can 
help you start a new one. Student club 
committees are provided with training, 
guidance and support throughout the  
year. Volunteering on a committee is 
extremely beneficial to students, as it 
builds leadership and teamwork skills,  
and increases employability. Find out  
more at griffith.edu.au/sport-clubs
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If competing isn’t your thing, you can 
always volunteer in our Griffith Sport 
Event Leaders program and help us deliver 
these great events on campus. Find out 
more at griffith.edu.au/sport-events 

Sporting facilities
You can access all facilities, 
regardless of which campus  
your degree is based at.

Nathan fitness centre
The Nathan fitness centre is open to 
Griffith students, staff and the local 
community. It is fully equipped with pin- 
loaded, plate-loaded, free weights and the 
latest cardiovascular exercise machines. 
There is also a wide variety of group  
fitness classes available, including the  
Les Mills Program as well as Zumba,  
yoga and boxing. Find out more at  
griffith.edu.au/nathan-fitness

Nathan squash courts 
On Nathan campus there are three glass-
back squash courts for hire to Griffith 
students, staff and the local community. 
Find out more at griffith.edu.au/squash

Mt Gravatt aquatic  
and fitness centre
The 25 m heated pool at the Mt Gravatt 
campus offers you a variety of swimming 
and fitness training options including swim 
squads and learn-to-swim classes for both 
children and adults. In addition to the pool 
there is a fully equipped gym and a range 
of group fitness classes, including aqua 
aerobics. Find out more at griffith.edu.au/
aquatic-and-fitness-centre

Mt Gravatt tennis centre
Our world-class 16-court tennis centre 
at the Mt Gravatt campus offers a 
vibrant and welcoming environment that 
is supported by professional experienced 
staff. The facility has a fully equipped pro 
shop and cafe. Multi-purpose courts are 
also available at the Gold Coast campus. 
Find out more at griffith.edu.au/tennis

Multisport complex
Our Multisport complex at the Nathan 
campus features four fully lit all-weather 
synthetic grass fields designed for 5-a-side 
soccer. It also includes two flood-lit cricket 
nets. This state-of-the-art venue can be 
booked by groups for casual use through  
the Nathan Fitness Centre.

Logan workout room
The Logan Workout Room is equipped  
with treadmills, cross trainers, bikes  
and pin-loaded resistance equipment 
providing a convenient way to stay  
active while on campus. Find out more at 
griffith.edu.au/logan-workout-room

Uni fitness centre 
The fitness centre at the Gold Coast 
campus is open to students, staff and the 
community. The centre offers weights and 
cardio equipment, a boxing facility, and a 
range of group fitness classes. Find out 
more at gugcstudentguild.com.au/ 
uni-fitness

Gold Coast aquatic centre
The Gold Coast Aquatic Centre has a 50 m 
heated pool and a fitness studio for all your 
swimming and fitness training needs.  
Find out more at griffith.edu.au/ 
gold-coast-aquatic-centre

Choose sport as  
your study area
Find out about the different ways you  
can study sport at Griffith on page 54. 
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Griffith Sports College

Griffith has one of the highest 
number of elite athlete students in 
the country. Through the Griffith 
Sports College (GSC), we provide 
dedicated assistance for more 
than 450 student athletes, helping 
them successfully balance the  
high demands of elite sport and 
university life. Our distinguished 
Alumni include: 55 Olympians, 10 
Paralympians and more than 30 
Commonwealth Games athletes.

Benefits
• personalised degree advice, course 

planning and pathway advice
• timetabling assistance, to allow  

for sporting commitments
• class attendance flexibility
• assessment and exam benefits,  

such as extensions, deferred exams  
or alternative arrangements.

• Support with special consideration 
requests

• Flexibility to study interstate with  
online options

• Sports-specific benefits including  
access to on-campus sporting facilities

Staff support
The Griffith Sports College has a wealth  
of sporting and academic knowledge 
within its staff team including Olympic gold 
medalists Duncan Free OAM (GSC Director) 
and Naomi McCarthy (nee Castle) OAM 
(GSC Manager). Both Duncan and Naomi 
are Griffith alumni and understand the 
demands elite athletes face juggling training, 
competition and study and can provide 
mentoring and direct athlete support. 

Eligibility
If you compete at state, national or 
international level in your sport, you might 
be eligible to join the Griffith Sports College. 

We’re proud to be one of the top elite  
athlete-friendly universities in Australia. 

Elite athletes* are identified as participating 
in an AIS and Griffith University-recognised 
sport. We base eligibility on advice from 
state and national sporting organisations, 
professional sporting clubs and/or 
recognised player associations.

As part of the Australian Institute of Sport’s 
(AIS) Elite Athlete Friendly University 
(EAFU) network, we work one-on-one 
with students and directly with teaching 
staff to provide a supportive environment 
for athletes.

How to apply
You can download a GSC application form at 
griffith.edu.au/griffith-sports-college

Choose sport as  
your study area
Find out about the different ways you  
can study sport at Griffith on page 54.

* the term ‘elite athlete’ includes athletes and coaches.

At the Rio 2016 Olympics, Griffith was in the top 10 of  
world universities for gold medals (and number one in 
Australia). Bachelor of Sport Development student and  
diver Domonic Bedggood was one of 21 Griffith students  
and graduates to compete at Rio. Domonic competed in 
the 10 m platform and finished 12th in the final, which was 
the best Australian result. Domonic says the Griffith Sports 
College has given him the flexibility to balance his training  
and competition schedule with his degree. ‘I am able to  
travel and compete overseas, including at the Rio Olympics, 
and know that I can continue my studies,’ said Domonic. 

Domonic Bedggood 
Bachelor of Sport Development student and diver
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Our degrees

At Griffith, you’ll learn in and out of the classroom, with teaching 
methods tailored to suit the needs of each degree. Here’s an 
overview of how your Griffith degree might be structured.

Foundation
1st year
Your	first	year	of	study	is	
foundational.	You’ll	explore	the		
core	skills	and	concepts	related	
to	your	chosen	study	area.	It’s	
also	a	great	time	to	get	to	know	
the	students	you’ll	be	studying	
alongside	for	most	of	your	degree.

Specialisation
2nd year onwards
From	second	year	onwards	you’ll	
focus	on	your	chosen	specialisation	
or	major.	You’ll	also	get	the	chance	
to	put	what	you	learn	in	the	
classroom	into	practice.	Depending	
on	your	degree,	you	might	learn	
through	work	placements,	overseas	
field	trips,	industry	projects	for	real	
clients,	or	laboratory	studies	in	our	
state-of-the-art	facilities.

Capstone
Final year (3rd or 4th year)
In	your	final	year,	you’ll	continue		
to	advance	your	knowledge	and		
skills	in	your	area	of	specialisation.	
Some	degrees	include	a	fourth	year		
of	study,	in	which	you	conduct	
research.	You’ll	work	closely	with	
a	supervisor	on	a	research	project	
related	to	your	specialisation.

A passion for child protection has been the fuel behind the 
successful career of Bachelor of Psychology (Honours) 
graduate Susie Upton. A co-founder of Brisbane-based 
counselling and psychology service Child Aware, her passion 
has been to provide essential counselling and training services 
within the child mental health sector, as well as providing a 
bridge between the not-for-profit sector and private practice. 
‘Our mission is to bridge that gap in accessibility for people 
who may not have the resources to get the full range of 
counselling services.’

Susie Upton
Bachelor of Psychology (Honours) 

O
ur degrees
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Architecture, planning  
and built environment

†	 Available	at	Gold	Coast	only.
@		 Available	at	Nathan	only.
*	 	Graduates	will	be	eligible	to	apply	for	admission	to	the	Master	of	Architecture,	which	provides	the	academic	qualifications	needed	for	accreditation	as	an	architect.

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Architecture
Bachelor of 
Architectural Design*

G 1 3F/6P
English (4,SA) 
Recommended: Maths A 
or B

Assumed: any two 
units of English 
Recommended: 
Mathematics General 2 
or Mathematics

12 73 71.55

Urban planning
Bachelor of Urban 
and Environmental 
Planning

G,N 1,2 4F/8P
English (4,SA) 
Recommended: Maths A 
or B

Assumed: any two 
units of English 
Recommended: 
Mathematics General 2 
or Mathematics

15 66 61.85

Urban environments
Bachelor of 
Environmental Science

G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P

English (4,SA) Assumed: 
Maths A or B (4,SA) 
Recommended: one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics

Assumed: any two  
units of English, 
Mathematics General 2 
or Mathematics 
Recommended: one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics

15 66 61.85

Civil engineering 

Bachelor of 
Engineering (Honours) G,N 1,2 4F/8P

English (4,SA), Maths B 
(4,SA) 
Recommended: one of 
Chemistry, Maths C or 
Physics

Mathematics 
Assumed: any two units 
of English 
Recommended: one 
of Chemistry, Physics 
or HSC Mathematics 
Extension 1 or 2

12 73 71.55
Civil and architectural 
engineering†

Environmental engineering@

Construction
Bachelor of 
Construction 
Management (Honours)

G 1,2 4F/8P English (4,SA), Maths A 
or B (4,SA)

Mathematics General 2 
or Mathematics
Assumed: any two units 
of English

NEW IN 2019

Industrial design Bachelor of  
Industrial Design G 1,2 3F/6P

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths A or B 
(4,SA)

Assumed: any two 
units of English, 
Mathematics General 2 
or Mathematics

13 71 69.00

Interior design and 
environments Bachelor of Design G,S 1,2,3 3F English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 

of English 14 68 64.95

Real estate and property 
development Bachelor of Business G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 

of English 15 66 61.85

Real estate and property 
development

Bachelor of 
International 
Tourism and Hotel 
Management

G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4, SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 15 66 61.85

I enjoy studying...
Design, geography, engineering, 
maths, physics, graphics, IT, 
business studies

I’d like to work as a...
City planner, architect, engineer, 
construction manager, interior designer, 
property developer, water supply  
distribution engineer, real estate agent

I’d like to work in...
Urban design, architecture, interior design, 
virtual environments, graphic design, commercial 
property development, building product 
manufacturing, planning for natural resource 
management, transport and social planning, real 
estate and property management, construction
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Aviation

*	 	The	Bachelor	of	Aviation	together	with	the	Graduate	Diploma	of	Flight	Management	will	allow	graduates	to	be	ready	to	work	in	the	aviation	industry	as	a	commercial	pilot.	This	degree	is	offered	
in	accelerated	mode	only	and	includes	Trimester	3	study.	There	will	be	no	breaks	between	trimesters	for	the	duration	of	the	degree.

^	 	A	graduate	entry	option	is	also	available.	Applicants	apply	direct	to	Griffith,	not	through	QTAC.	For	this	option,	applicants	must	have	an	AQF	associate	degree	or	equivalent,	or	at	least	5	years	
equivalent	full-time	aviation	industry	experience	and	either	professional	aviation	industry	qualifications	or	a	technical	industry	certification	plus	relevant	VET	certificate.	The	graduate	entry	
option	can	be	completed	over	3	trimesters	of	full-time	study.

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC OP Rank

Aviation (pilot training) Bachelor of Aviation* N 1 2F
English (4,SA)
Assumed: Maths A or B (4,SA)
Recommended: Biology or Physics

14 68

Aviation management Bachelor of Aviation 
Management^ N,O 1,2 2F

English (4,SA)
Assumed: Maths A or B (4,SA) 14 68

I enjoy studying...
Maths, biology, physics,  
business studies

I’d like to work as a...
Charter pilot, flight instructor, airline 
manager, air traffic controller, airline captain, 
Air Force first officer, airline staff trainer

I’d like to work in...
Commercial airlines, airline maintenance and 
repair, the Australian Defence Force, civil aviation 
management, aerial services (agricultural spraying, 
aerial surveying and photography), airline training

Since graduating from Griffith University with a Bachelor of 
Aviation, the sky has been the limit for young cadet pilot Angus 
Slattery. Having grown up with family in the industry—and a broad 
travel history to his name—Angus’s fitting decision to pursue a 
career in the cockpit has already proved rewarding. The chief pilot 
of the university’s Aviation MATES (Mentoring Aviators Through 
Educational Support) program, Angus is one of three Griffith 
graduates to have been selected as cadets for Virgin Australia’s 
54-week pilot training program, a remarkable opportunity that 
guarantees the aspiring aviator a job at its conclusion. ‘This is 
career-shaping,’ Angus said of his selection.

Angus Slattery
Bachelor of Aviation 

‘The fact our degree has set us up 
for this opportunity is fantastic.’
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Business, tourism and commerce

I enjoy studying...
Business subjects, accounting, 
economics, maths, hospitality, 
tourism, study of society, 
technology studies, languages

I’d like to work as a...
Business manager or owner, accountant, economist, 
financial planner, marketing specialist, advertising 
executive, real estate developer, human resources 
manager, logistics and supply chain manager, event 
organiser, sports club director, tourism operator or 
hotel chain manager

I’d like to work in...
Foreign affairs and trade, business consultancy, 
event management, marketing, sporting 
associations, hotels, tourism, banking and 
finance, property development

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Asian business*

Bachelor of Business^ G,L,N,O 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4, SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 15 66 61.85

Employment relations*

Entrepreneurship and  
self-employment^

Event management*

Human resource 
management^

International business*

Logistics and supply  
chain management*

Management^

Marketing*

Real estate and property 
development*

Sport management*

Sustainable enterprise†

Tourism management*

Accounting^

Bachelor of Commerce^ G,L,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4, SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 14 68 64.95

Economics*

Finance*

Financial planning^

Asian business

Bachelor of 
International Business G, N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4, SA) Assumed: any two units 

of English 15 66 61.85

Finance

Human resource 
management

International relations

Languages (see page 40)

Logistics and supply chain 
management

Management

Marketing

Event management

Bachelor of 
International 
Tourism and Hotel 
Management

G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4, SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 15 66 61.85

Hospitality management

Human resource 
management

Management

Marketing

Real estate and property 
development

Sport management

Tourism management
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*		 Available	at	Gold	Coast	and	Nathan.
#		 	A	graduate	entry	option	is	also	available.	For	this	option,	applicants	apply	direct	to	Griffith,	not	through	QTAC.	To	be	successful,	applicants	must	have	an	AQF	associate	degree	or	equivalent,		

or	at	least	5	years	equivalent	full-time	aviation	industry	experience	and	either	professional	aviation	industry	qualifications	or	a	technical	industry	certification	plus	relevant	VET	certificate.		
The	graduate	entry	option	can	be	completed	in	1.5	years	(full-time).

^		 	Available	at	Logan.	Fast	track	options	are	available	for	the	Bachelor	of	Business	and	Bachelor	of	Commerce	at	Logan,	giving	you	the	opportunity	to	complete	your	degree	in	two	years	(full-time).	
These	degrees	can	be	started	in	Trimester	1	only.

†		 Available	at	Nathan	only.

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Asian	business Bachelor	of		
Asian	Studies N 1,2 3F/6P English	(4,	SA) N/A 15 66 N/A

Languages	(see	page	40)

Public	relations Bachelor	of	Arts G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English	(4,	SA) Assumed:	any	two	units	
of	English 15 66 61.85

Public	relations	and	
communication

Bachelor	of	
Communication		
and	Journalism

G,N 1,2 3F/6P English	(4,	SA) Assumed:	any	two	units	
of	English NEW	IN	2019

Aviation	Management Bachelor	of	Aviation	
Management# N,O 1,2 2F

English	(4,	SA)
Assumed:	Maths	A	or	B	
(4,	SA)

N/A 14 68 N/A

‘Griffith’s financial trading room has 
given me real-time access to global markets, 
exposing me to socially responsible,  
ASX listed companies as part of my degree.’

Leadership skills
Enoch	Pun	was	one	of	the	first	students	to	manage	Griffith	University’s		
Student	Investment	Fund,	where	students	invest	and	manage	real	money.	
Enoch	chose	Griffith	University	for	its	strong	focus	on	employability,		
flexibility	and	student	engagement.	Also	the	founder	of	the		
award-winning	Griffith	University	Association	of	Commerce,		
Enoch	has	embraced	all	that	university	life	has	thrown		
his	way—from	helping	international	students		
through	Griffith	Mates	and	Griffith	International		
to	developing	his	leadership	skills	within	Griffith		
Business	School	and	through	specialised		
courses	locally	and	overseas.	

Enoch Pun
Bachelor of Commerce
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Creative arts and design

I enjoy studying...
Art, English, fashion, film and TV, media studies, graphics, 
music, design and technology, 3D modelling and printing

I’d like to work as a...
Visual artist, gallery manager or curator, photographer, 
photojournalist, jeweller, jewellery designer, interior designer, 
copywriter, scriptwriter, author, illustrator, artist, producer, 
director, editor, cinematographer, sound recordist, sound designer, 
interactive storyteller, film distributor, remote aerial photographer, 
commissioning editor for television, documentary filmmaker, virtual 
reality creator, government screen agency executive, advertising 
and branded content creator, graphic designer, product designer, 
stage manager, games designer, animator, art director, festival 
director, fashion designer, secondary school teacher

I’d like to work in...
Film and TV production, games development, advertising, 
theatre, product and industrial design, art galleries, media and 
journalism, arts development and promotion, design, education

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR
Animation Bachelor of Animation S 1 3F/6P English (4,SA) N/A 9 81 N/A
Digital arts and design*

Bachelor of Fine Art S 1 3F/6P English (4,SA) N/A 10 78 N/A

Documentary photography*
Expanded practice
Advertising photography*
Photographic art practice
Documentary photography*
Studio art
Australian Indigenous art Bachelor of 

Contemporary 
Australian  
Indigenous Art@

S 1,2 3F/6P English (4,SA), portfolio 
and questionnaire N/A ^ ^ N/A

Expanded practice
Photographic art practice
Studio art
Digital arts and design*

Bachelor of 
Photography S 1 3F/6P English (4,SA) N/A 14 68 N/A

Documentary photography
Expanded practice*
Photography, fashion  
and commerce
Photographic art practice
Studio art*
Interior design and 
environments

Bachelor of Design G,S 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: Any two units 
of English 14 68 64.95

Graphic and  
communication design
Product and 3D design
Visualisation and  
immersive design
Digital arts and design Bachelor of Creative 

and Interactive Media G,N,S 1,2 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: Any two units 
of English 14 68 64.95

Media applications

Film and TV production
Bachelor of Film 
and Screen Media 
Production

S 1 3F/6P English (4,SA) N/A 10 78 N/A

Games design Bachelor of  
Games Design S 1 3F/6P English (4,SA) N/A 12 73 N/A

Industrial design Bachelor of  
Industrial Design G 1,2 3F/6P

English (4,SA)
Assumed: Maths A or B 
(4,SA)

Assumed: any two 
units of English , 
Mathematics General 2 
or Mathematics

13 71 69.00

Creative writing
Bachelor of Arts G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4, SA) Assumed: any two units 

of English 15 66 61.85
Screen studies

Design and design 
technology

Bachelor of Education 
(specialising in 
secondary teaching)

G 1 3.5F English (4,SA), Maths A, 
B or C (4,SA), NARTE#x

Any two units of English 
(Band 2 or higher), 
mathematics general 
2, Mathematics, HSC 
Mathematics Extension 
1 or HSC Mathematics 
Extension 2 (Band 2  
or higher)#

13 71 69.00

Visual arts
Bachelor of Education 
(specialising in 
secondary teaching)

M 1 3.5F English (4,SA), Maths A, 
B or C (4,SA), NARTE#x N/A 13 71 N/A

Architecture Bachelor of 
Architectural Design† G 1 3F/6P

English (4,SA) 
Recommended: Maths 
A or B

Assumed: any two units 
of English
Recommended: 
Mathematics General 2 
or Mathematics

12 73 71.55

*		 Available	as	a	minor.
@		 Entry	is	open	only	to	those	identifying	as	Aboriginal	or	Torres	Strait	Islander.
^		 Special	requirements	apply	in	addition	to	academic	achievement.
#		 See	page	32	for	additional	entry	information.
†		 Graduates	will	be	eligible	to	apply	for	admission	to	the	Master	of	Architecture,	which	provides	the	academic	qualifications	needed	for	accreditation	as	an	architect.
x	 	Non-Academic	Entry	Requirements	for	Teacher	Education	(NARTE).	Applicants	must	meet	both	academic	and	non-academic	entry	requirements	to	be	eligible	for	this	program.		

For	further	information,	please	visit	the	QTAC	Teacher	entry	website:	www.qtac.edu.au/courses---institutions/teacher-entry
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Amazing 
achievement
Claire	Randall	has	spent	the	past	year	accompanying	
her	graduate	film	to	scores	of	festivals	across	the	
globe—attending	world	premieres,	sharing	the	red	
carpet	with	stars	like	Hugh	Jackman	and	Sir	Patrick	
Stewart	and	meeting	a	range	of	festival	programmers	
and	filmmakers.	Wolfe	was	named	Best	Short	Film	by	
the	Youth	Jury	at	the	Berlin	International	Film	Festival,	
winning	a	Crystal	Bear	award.	The	film	also	received	a	
special	mention	at	the	International	Short	Film	Festival,	
Oberhausen—a	place	where	filmmakers	and	artists	
ranging	from	Roman	Polanski	to	George	Lucas	have	
presented	their	first	films.	Wolfe	was	also	named	
Best	Short	Documentary	at	the	Antenna	International	
Documentary	Film	Festival,	and	screened	at	the	Film	
School	Fest	and	Munich	and	Austin	International		
Film	Festivals.	Claire	said	the	film’s	reception	had	been	
overwhelming.	‘It’s	absolutely	amazing,’	she	said.	
‘Getting	the	opportunity	to	accompany	our		
film	around	the	world	has	been	such	a	privilege,		
and	it’s	taught	me	so	much	about	the	industry.’

Claire Randall
Bachelor of Film and  
Screen Media Production
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Education and teaching

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Majors:
Special needs education#

Health and physical 
education@

Minors:
English education
Mathematics education^ 
Science education^

Bachelor of Education 
Specialising in  
primary teaching

G,L,M 1 3.5F

English (4,SA), Maths A, 
B, or C (4,SA), NARTE†

Additional entry 
information: students 
selecting Primary 
Education from second 
year will also need to have 
completed an Authority 
Science subject (4,SA)  
or equivalent.

Any two units of English 
(Band 2 or higher), 
Mathematics General 
2, Mathematics or HSC 
Mathematics Extension 
1 or HSC Mathematics 
Extension 2 (Band 2  
or higher), NARTE†

Additional entry 
information: students 
selecting Primary Education 
from second year will also 
need to have completed  
any two units of science  
(Band 2 or higher)

13 71 69.00

Major:
Junior secondary education

Teaching areas:
Biology
Business and economics%

Chemistry (must be  
combined with either  
Biology or Mathematics)

Design technology
English
Food and nutrition%

History
Industrial technology skills%

Legal studies%

Mathematics 
Physics (must be combined 
with Mathematics)

Psychology

Bachelor of Education 
Specialising in 
secondary teaching

G 1 3.5F

English (4,SA), Maths A, 
B or C (4,SA), NARTE†

Additional entry 
information: it is 
recommended that 
students select teaching 
areas that they have 
successfully studied in  
their senior schooling.  
In particular, for the 
Mathematics teaching 
area: Maths B or C; and  
for Chemistry, Physics  
or Biology teaching areas: 
Chemistry, Physics or  
Biology respectively.

Any two units of English 
(Band 2 or higher), 
Mathematics General 
2, Mathematics, HSC 
Mathematics Extension 
1 or HSC Mathematics 
Extension 2 (Band 2  
or higher), NARTE†

Additional entry 
information: it is 
recommended that students 
select teaching areas that 
they have successfully 
studied in their senior 
schooling. In particular, for 
the Mathematics teaching 
area: HSC Mathematics 
Extension 1 or HSC 
Mathematics Extension 2; 
and for Chemistry, Physics 
or Biology teaching areas: 
Chemistry, Physics or 
Biology respectively.

13 71 69.00

Majors:
Junior secondary education
Learning support 
 
Teaching areas:
Biology
Business and economics%

Chemistry (must be  
combined with either  
Biology or Mathematics) 
Drama 
English
Geography
Health and physical 
education 
History
Legal studies%

Mathematics
Physics (must be combined  
with Mathematics) 

Psychology
Visual arts

Bachelor of Education 
Specialising in 
secondary teaching

M 1 3.5F

English (4,SA), Maths A, 
B or C (4,SA), NARTE†

Additional entry 
information: it is 
recommended that 
students select teaching 
areas that they have 
successfully studied in  
their senior schooling.  
In particular, for the 
Mathematics teaching 
area: Maths B or C; and  
for Chemistry, Physics  
or Biology teaching areas: 
Chemistry, Physics or  
Biology respectively.

N/A 13 71 N/A

I enjoy studying...
English, art, history, geography, biology, chemistry, maths, 
physics, design technology, study of society, health and 
physical education, drama, visual arts, psychology

I’d like to work as a...
Primary school teacher, secondary school 
teacher, special needs teacher, physical 
education teacher, sports coach

I’d like to work in...
Education, training,  
community development

^	 Available	at	Gold	Coast	and	Mt	Gravatt.
#	 Available	at	Mt	Gravatt.
@	 Available	at	Gold	Coast.
%		 These	teaching	areas	subject	to	University	approval.
†	 	Non-Academic	Entry	Requirements	for	Teacher	Education	(NARTE).	Applicants	must	meet	both	academic	and	non-academic	entry	requirements	to	be	eligible	for	this	program.		

For	further	information,	please	visit	the	QTAC	Teacher	entry	website:	www.qtac.edu.au/courses---institutions/teacher-entry

What can I study?
In	Griffith’s	unique	Bachelor	of	Education,	your	first	year	will	be	a	foundation	year	that	will	give	you	an	understanding		
of	fundamental	teaching	principles.	From	your	second	year,	you’ll	choose	to	specialise	in	primary	or	secondary	education,		
with	a	focus	on	a	major	and/or	minor	teaching	area	of	your	choice.
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Engineering

I enjoy studying...
Maths, physics, business studies,  
design and technology,  
IT, engineering

I’d like to work as a...
Civil engineer, electrical engineer,  
biomedical engineer, environmental 
engineer, mechanical engineer, 
software engineer, industrial designer, 
construction manager

I’d like to work in...
Construction, manufacturing, mining, energy 
production, telecommunications, transport 
management, robotics, technology development,  
food production, medical services, sports 
rehabilitation, marine engineering, artificial intelligence

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Biomedical engineering*

Bachelor of 
Engineering (Honours) G 1,2^ 4F/8P

English (4,SA), Maths B 
(4,SA) 
Recommended: one of 
Chemistry, Maths C or 
Physics

Mathematics 
Assumed: any two units 
of English 
Recommended: one 
of Chemistry, HSC 
Mathematics Extension 
1 or 2, or Physics

12 73 71.55

Civil engineering

Civil and architectural 
engineering

Coastal and water 
engineering*

Construction engineering*

Design and modelling*

Electrical engineering

Mechatronics*

Mechanical engineering

Power and machines*

Structural and geotechnical 
engineering*

Civil engineering

Bachelor of 
Engineering (Honours) N 1,2^ 4F/8P

English (4,SA), Maths B 
(4,SA) 
Recommended: one of 
Chemistry, Maths C or 
Physics

N/A 12 73 N/A

Coastal and water 
engineering*

Communications*

Computer systems*

Design and modelling*

Digital and spatial 
innovation*

Electronic engineering

Electronic and energy 
engineering

Electronic and unmanned 
aerial vehicle (UAV) 
engineering

Environmental engineering

Mechanical engineering

Pollution monitoring  
and control*

Signal processing  
and control*

Software engineering

Engineering technology  
and electronic and 
computer engineering

Bachelor of 
Engineering 
Technology in 
Electronic and 
Computer Engineering

N 1,2 3F/6P

English (4,SA), Maths B 
(4,SA) 
Recommended: one of 
Physics, Chemistry or 
Maths C

N/A 13 71 N/A

Industrial design Bachelor of  
Industrial Design G 1,2 3F/6P

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths A or B 
(4,SA)

Assumed: any two 
units of English, 
Mathematics General 2 
or Mathematics

13 71 69.00

Software development Bachelor of  
Computer Science G, N 1,2 3F/6P

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths B 
(4,SA)

Assumed: any two units 
of English, Mathematics 11 76 75.05

*	 Available	as	a	minor.
^	 Students	starting	in	Trimester	2	must	also	study	in	Trimester	3	for	their	first	year	of	study.	From	second	year	onwards	Trimester	3	will	be	optional.
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Environment

I enjoy studying...
Biology, agriculture, geography, 
study of society, health 
education, marine science

I’d like to work as a...
Environmental engineer, environmental 
consultant, environmental health project 
officer, environmental scientist, marine 
biologist, park or wildlife ranger, city planner

I’d like to work in...
Coastal resource management, fisheries, 
laboratories, conservation and pollution control 
management, marine science institutes, marine 
parks, environmental education, research, 
conservation, ecotourism, urban planning

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Ecology and conservation

Bachelor of 
Environmental Science G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths A or B 
(4,SA) 
Recommended: one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics

Assumed: any two 
units of English, 
Mathematics General 2 
or Mathematics 
Recommended: one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics

15 66 61.85

Environmental 
management

Soil and water science

Urban environments

Coastal management#

Bachelor of  
Marine Science G 1,2 3F/6P

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths A or B 
(4,SA) 
Recommended: one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics

Assumed: any two 
units of English, 
Mathematics General 2 
or Mathematics 
Recommended: one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics

14 68 64.95
Coastal oceanography#

Marine chemistry#

Marine ecology#

Urban planning
Bachelor of Urban 
and Environmental 
Planning

G,N 1,2 4F/8P
English (4,SA) 
Recommended: Maths 
A or B

Assumed: any two units 
of English 
Recommended: 
Mathematics General 2 
or Mathematics

15 66 61.85

Biochemistry and  
molecular biology

Bachelor of Science G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths A or B 
(4,SA) 
Recommended: one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics

Assumed: any two 
units of English, 
Mathematics General 2 
or Mathematics 
Recommended: one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics

15 66 61.85

Chemistry

Geography

Marine biology^

Microbiology*

Wildlife biology

Environmental engineering*

Bachelor of 
Engineering (Honours) G,N 1,2 4F/8P

English (4,SA), Maths B 
(4,SA) 
Recommended: one of 
Chemistry, Maths C or 
Physics

Mathematics 
Assumed: any two units 
of English 
Recommended: one 
of Chemistry, Physics 
or HSC Mathematics 
Extension 1 or 2

12 73 71.55
Electronic and energy 
engineering*

Pollution monitoring  
and control*#

Science research 
(advanced)

Bachelor of Science 
Advanced (Honours) G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths A or B 
(4,SA) 
Recommended: one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics

N/A 6 89 N/A

Sustainable enterprise Bachelor of Business N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4,SA) N/A 15 66 N/A

Environmental journalism#

Bachelor of 
Communication  
and Journalism

G,N 1 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English NEW IN 2019Environmental 

public relations and 
communications

*	 Available	at	Nathan	only.
^	 Available	at	Gold	Coast	only.
#	 Available	as	a	minor.
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Government and international relations

I enjoy studying...
Study of society, social and community 
studies, English, modern or ancient history, 
economics, religion and ethics, languages

I’d like to work as a...
Policymaker, export manager, diplomat, 
politician, international business analyst, 
security adviser, consultant, policy adviser

I’d like to work in...
Government defence and security agencies, 
research, economic, environmental and 
social policy, politics, human rights and  
non-government organisations, travel  
and tourism

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Asian business

Bachelor of  
Asian Studies N 1,2 3F/6P English (4,SA) N/A 15 66 N/A

Asian societies and cultures

Languages (see page 40)

International relations and 
security

Politics, law and justice 
in Asia

Asian business

Bachelor of 
Government and 
International Relations

G,N 1,2 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 15 66 61.85

Economics

Languages (see page 40)

International business

International relations

Islam–West relations

Politics and public policy

Asian business
Bachelor of Business G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 

of English 15 66 61.85
International business

Economics Bachelor of Commerce G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4, SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 14 68 64.95

Asian business

Bachelor of 
International Business G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 

of English 15 66 61.85Languages (see page 40)

International relations

Islam–West relations

Bachelor of Arts G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 15 66 61.85Politics and  

international studies

Security studies

Economics

Bachelor of  
Social Science G,N 1 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 

of English 12 73 71.55

Environmental sustainability

Global security threats

Media, communication  
and social change

Politics in Asia

Social justice

Social science
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Humanities, social science,  
journalism and communication

I enjoy studying...
Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander studies, history, business 
communication, economics, 
English, media studies, geography, 
languages, legal studies, study of 
society, religion and ethics

I’d like to work as a...
Writer, journalist, editor, language teacher, 
communications manager, marketing executive, public 
relations consultant, entrepreneur, policymaker, author, 
primary or secondary teacher, researcher, security 
analyst, museum curator, public educator, non-
governmental organisation agent, community leader, 
screen critic, book reviewer, poet, novelist, biographer

I’d like to work in...
Policymaking, diplomacy, research, 
community development, advertising  
and marketing, publishing, media,  
film production and distribution,  
not-for-profit and aid organisations

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR
Creative writing

Bachelor of Arts G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 15 66 61.85

Criminal justice
Drama
History
Indigenous studies
Islam–West relations
Journalism
Languages (see page 40)
Language in society
Literary studies
Public relations
Politics and  
international studies
Screen studies
Security studies
Sociology
Journalism Bachelor of 

Communication  
and Journalism

G,N 1 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English NEW IN 2019Public relations and 

communication
Economics

Bachelor of  
Social Science G,N 1 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 

of English 12 73 71.55

Environmental sustainability
Global security threats
Media, communication  
and social change
Politics in Asia
Social justice
Social science
Asian societies and culture

Bachelor of  
Asian Studies N 1,2 3F/6P English (4,SA) N/A 15 66 N/A

Languages (see page 40)
International relations  
and security
Politics, law and justice 
in Asia
Marketing

Bachelor of Business G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 15 66 61.85

Politics and public policy*
Economics

Bachelor of Commerce G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 14 68 64.95

Politics and public policy*
Economics

Bachelor of 
Government and 
International Relations

G,N 1,2 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 15 66 61.85

Languages (see page 40)
International relations
Islam–West relations
Politics and public policy

English education#
Bachelor of Education 
(specialising in  
primary teaching)

G,M 1 3.5F English (4,SA), Maths A, 
B, or C (4,SA), NARTE†^

Any two units of English 
(Band 2 or higher), 
Mathematics General 
2, Mathematics or HSC 
Mathematics Extension 
1 or HSC Mathematics 
Extension 2 (Band 2  
or higher), NARTE†^

13 71 69.00

English Bachelor of Education 
(specialising in 
secondary teaching)

M 1 3.5F English (4,SA), Maths A, 
B or C (4,SA), NARTE†^ N/A 13 71 N/AGeography

History

*		 Available	as	a	second	major.
#		 Available	as	a	minor.
†	 See	page	32	for	additional	entry	information.
^	 	Non-Academic	Entry	Requirements	for	Teacher	Education	(NARTE).	Applicants	must	meet	both	academic	and	non-academic	entry	requirements	to	be	eligible	for	this	program.		

For	further	information,	please	visit	the	QTAC	Teacher	entry	website:	www.qtac.edu.au/courses---institutions/teacher-entry
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Award-winning 
graduate
Four	years	after	graduating	from	his	
journalism	degree,	Chris	McMahon	is	now	
coordinating	the	news	of	the	day	for	the	
Townsville Bulletin	in	his	role	as	Chief	of	
Staff.	Graduating	as	a	mature	age	student,	
Chris	was	immediately	offered	a	prize	
cadetship	at	Brisbane’s	The Courier-Mail 
before	heading	north	and	becoming	the	
crime	reporter	at	the	Bulletin.	‘My	study	
at	Griffith	helped	me	decide	what	type	of	
journalistic	field	I	wanted	to	embrace	and	it	
was	crime	and	human	interest	stories	that	
attracted	my	focus.’	A	series	of	exposés	on	
the	bail	conditions	of	prison	parolees	helped	
Chris	become	the	2017	Young	Journalist		
of	the	Year	at	the	Clarion	Awards.	

Chris McMahon
Journalism graduate
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Information technology

*	 Available	at	Gold	Coast	only.
@	 Available	at	Nathan	only.
#	 Available	as	a	minor.
†	 See	page	32	for	additional	entry	information.
^	 		Non-Academic	Entry	Requirements	for	Teacher	Education	(NARTE).	Applicants	must	meet	both	academic	and	non-academic	entry	requirements	to	be	eligible	for	this	program.		

For	further	information,	please	visit	the	QTAC	Teacher	entry	website:	www.qtac.edu.au/courses---institutions/teacher-entry

I enjoy studying...
Maths, IT, design and technology, 
graphics, business studies, 
engineering

I’d like to work as a...
Software developer, IT support officer, database 
and systems administrator, technical writer, web 
developer, IT sales representative, secondary school 
teacher, business analyst, app developer, mobile 
technology manager, online content specialist,  
digital consultant, games developer

I’d like to work in...
IT management and consulting, web 
design, robotics, marketing, business 
analysis, games design and development, 
satellite navigation, broadband services and 
telecommunications, energy production, 
transport control systems development

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Information systems Bachelor of Applied 
Information 
Technology

L 1,2 1F  
plus 3P

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths A or B 
(4,SA)

N/A 15 66 N/A
Networks and security

Information systems
Bachelor of 
Information 
Technology

G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P
English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths A or B 
(4,SA)

Assumed: any two 
units of English, 
Mathematics General 2 
or Mathematics

15 66 61.85Networks and security

Software development

Data science and artificial 
intelligence Bachelor of Computer 

Science G,N 1,2 3F/6P
English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths B 
(4,SA)

Assumed: any two units 
of English, Mathematics 11 76 75.05

Software development

Internet of things and 
robotics

Bachelor of Intelligent 
Digital Technologies G,N 1,2 3F/6P

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths B 
(4,SA) 

Assumed: Any two 
units of English and 
Mathematics

NEW IN 2019Programming for 
visualisation and 
entertainment

Electronic engineering@

Bachelor of 
Engineering (Honours) G,N 1,2 4F/8P

English (4,SA), Maths B 
(4,SA) 
Recommended: one of 
Chemistry, Maths C or 
Physics

N/A 12 73 71.55

Electronic and energy 
engineering@

Electronic and unmanned 
aerial vehicle (UAV) 
engineering@

Software engineering@

Communications#@

Computer systems#@

Mechatronics#*

Power and machines#*

Signal processing  
and control#@

Engineering technology  
and electronic and 
computer engineering

Bachelor of 
Engineering 
Technology in 
Electronic and 
Computer Engineering

N 1,2 3F/6P

English (4,SA), Maths B 
(4,SA) 
Recommended: one of 
Physics, Chemistry or 
Maths C

N/A 13 71 N/A

Media applications Bachelor of Creative 
and Interactive Media G,N,S 1,2 3F English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 

of English 14 68 64.95

Games design Bachelor of Games 
Design S 1 3F English (4,SA) N/A 12 73 N/A

Design technology
Bachelor of Education 
(specialising in 
secondary teaching)

G 1 3.5F English (4,SA), Maths A, 
B or C (4,SA), NARTE†^ 

Any two units of English 
(Band 2 or higher), 
Mathematics General 
2, Mathematics, HSC 
Mathematics Extension 
1 or HSC Mathematics 
Extension 2 (Band 2  
or higher), NARTE†^ 

13 71 69.00
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Focused success
When	Griffith	IT	graduate	Cameron	Hunter	sets	
his	mind	to	a	task,	nothing	gets	between	him	and	
his	goal.	Realising	his	early	intentions	to	become	
an	architect	were	misplaced,	Cameron	found	his	
true	calling	in	the	field	of	software	development	
and	dedicated	himself	to	his	degree.	Adhering	
to	his	university-survival	mantra—’If	you	want	
something,	go	get	it’—Cameron	applied	himself	
meticulously	to	achieving	the	most	he	could	while	
at	Griffith.	This	unwavering	focus	paid	off	for	
the	young	professional	upon	graduation,	when	
he	landed	a	position	in	Telstra’s	IT	Solutions	team	
and	relocated	to	Melbourne.	’The	way	you	spend	
each	second	is	crucial,’	he	advises.	‘So	come		
up	with	a	plan	for	what	you	want	to	achieve,		
and	execute	it.	There’s	no	point	having	a		
plan	B,	because	it	distracts	you	from	plan	A.’

Cameron Hunter
Bachelor of Information Technology
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Languages

I enjoy studying...
Languages, linguistics, English,  
study of society, literacy

I’d like to work as a...
Translator, interpreter, journalist,  
language teacher, company manager, 
international educator, non-governmental 
organisation agent

I’d like to work in...
Education and teaching, tourism 
and hospitality, publishing, media, 
international business

DEGREE/PROGRAM Campus
Start  

trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Bachelor of Arts G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 15 66 61.85

Bachelor of Languages  
and Linguistics G,N 1 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 

of English 14 68 64.95

Diploma of Languages† G,N 1,2 2P English (4,SA) N/A

Bachelor of Asian Studies N 1,2 3F/6P English (4,SA) N/A 15 66 N/A

Bachelor of Government and 
International Relations G,N 1,2 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 

of English 15 66 61.85

Bachelor of International Business G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 15 66 61.85

^		 Via	cross-institutional	study	at	The	University	of	Queensland	for	degrees	at	Nathan	only.
#		 Offered	online	via	cross-institutional	study	at	Flinders	University.
†		 	Applicants	apply	direct	to	Griffith,	not	through	QTAC/UAC.	You	can	also	study	the	Diploma	of	Languages	along	with	any	bachelor	degree.	With	this	option,	you	can	continue	learning	a	language	

taken	at	school	or	start	a	new	language	as	a	beginner,	while	also	gaining	a	separate	degree	in	another	area.

What can I study?
We	teach	10	languages,	as	well	as	international	linguistics,	which	can	be	studied	through	various	degrees.		
What	you	study	alongside	your	chosen	language	will	vary	depending	on	your	degree.

LANGUAGE
BACHELOR 
OF ARTS

BACHELOR OF 
LANGUAGES 
AND 
LINGUISTICS

DIPLOMA OF 
LANGUAGES†

BACHELOR 
OF ASIAN 
STUDIES

BACHELOR OF 
GOVERNMENT AND 
INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS

BACHELOR OF 
INTERNATIONAL 
BUSINESS

Chinese      

French^    

German^    

Modern	Greek#   

Indonesian^     

Italian     

Japanese      

Korean^     

Language	in	society 

Linguistics 

Russian^    

Spanish     

‘I am immensely thankful for 
the experience that I was able to 
undertake, both at a professional 
academic level and a personal level.’
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Experience  
of a lifetime
Italian	student	Claudia	Espinoza	recently	returned	
from	Italy	where	she	worked	at	a	primary	
school—Convitto	Nazionale	Paolo	Diacono—	
as	part	of	the	Griffith	Global	Mobility	program.	
While	in	Italy,	Claudia	took	on	the	role	of	English	
language	assistant,	an	experience	she	describes	
as	unforgettable.	‘Having	a	passion	for	Italy	and	
Italian	pushed	me	to	enrol	at	Griffith	and	although	
learning	the	language	at	university	for	the	past	
two	years	has	been	an	absolute	delight,	nothing	
compares	to	the	experience	of	traveling	and	being	
immersed	in	a	different	cultural	practice,’	Claudia	
said.	‘Griffith	has	always	been	of	immense	help	
and	support	for	me—from	providing	excellent	
education,	to	supplying	all	the	resources	and	
tools	necessary	to	facilitate	my	studies.	I	feel	like	
a	completely	different	person:	A	citizen	of	the	
world,	a	global	pilgrim	thriving	on	new	challenges	
with	an	interest	in	culture	and	language	in	all		
its	different	manifestations.’	

Claudia Espinoza
Italian language student
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Law and criminology

Completing an undergraduate degree at Griffith University laid 
the foundations for the relationships that Cassandra Heilbronn 
now enjoys in her flourishing legal career. A Senior Associate at 
MinterElllison, Cassandra is making her mark in insurance and 
corporate law while retaining close ties with Griffith’s Law school. 
‘Griffith’s environment was encouraging and helped shape my 
view on how we can progress the legal profession, particularly for 
women in law. My time at Griffith Law School was instrumental  
in my building the skills and understanding needed for my role  
as President of Women Lawyers Association of Queensland.’ 

Cassandra Heilbronn
Bachelor of Laws

I enjoy studying...
Legal studies, study of society, 
English, business studies, 
media studies

I’d like to work as a...
Barrister, solicitor, police officer, corrective 
services officer, welfare support officer, 
human rights defender, journalist, politician, 
research analyst, fraud expert, security or 
intelligence consultant, policy officer

I’d like to work in...
Law enforcement, security, intelligence, probation 
and parole, child protection, criminal law, crime 
analysis, courts and justice services, crime prevention 
and regulatory agencies, welfare and counselling, 
criminological research, policy development and 
law reform, government, community development, 
banking, finance, industrial relations, commercial law, 
family law, international human rights and refugee 
law, international transactions

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Law Bachelor of Laws G,N 1 4F/8P/3F* English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 8 84 83.75

Law Bachelor of Laws 
(graduate entry) G,N 1 3F

2F^

Non-law  
bachelor degree or 
equivalent with a 
minimum GPA of 4  
on a 7-point scale

N/A N/A 93 N/A

Criminology and  
criminal justice

Bachelor of 
Criminology and 
Criminal Justice

G,M,X,O 1,2 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 15 66 61.85

Criminal justice Bachelor of Arts G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 15 66 61.85

Global security threats
Bachelor of  
Social Science G,N 1 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 

of English 12 73 71.55
Social justice

*	 You	may	choose	to	fast-track	your	four-year	Bachelor	of	Laws	degree	by	studying	elective	subjects	in	trimester	3,	giving	you	the	opportunity	to	graduate	in	as	little	as	three	years.
^	 	You	may	choose	to	fast-track	your	three-year	Bachelor	of	Laws	(graduate	entry)	degree,	giving	you	the	opportunity	to	graduate	in	as	little	as	two	years.	
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Exceeding 
expectations
Thomas	Spalding	began	his	Criminology	
and	Information	Technology	double	degree	
in	2017.	‘Originally	I	chose	criminology	
because	I	had	an	interest	in	the	field	but	
while	studying	I	thought	I	might	brush	up	on	
IT	because	cybercrime	has	a	lot	of	potential	
for	jobs.’	Thomas	also	says	that	the	double	
degree	has	exceeded	his	expectations	from	
both	an	academic	and	a	social	perspective.	
He	hopes	to	work	in	fraud	and	cybercrime	
detection	for	a	private	institution	before	
eventually	moving	into	a	role	with	the	
Australian	Federal	Police.	‘University	has	
taught	me	that	if	you	apply	yourself	and	
want	something	badly	enough	you	will	
achieve	your	goals.’	

Thomas Spalding
Bachelor of Criminology/ 
Bachelor of Information Technology
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Medicine, dentistry and health
Physiotherapy, exercise science and sport, occupational therapy,  
nutrition and dietetics

^		 	Applicants	apply	direct	to	Griffith,	not	through	QTAC/UAC.

I enjoy studying...
Biology, chemistry, physics, 
study of society, health and 
physical education

I’d like to work as a...
Physiotherapist, exercise physiologist, 
strength and conditioning coach, dietician, 
occupational therapist, speech pathologist, 
health educator, sports facilities manager

I’d like to work in...
Private and public hospitals, community health 
services, health promotion, injury treatment  
and rehabilitation, sports management, coaching

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Exercise science Bachelor of  
Exercise Science G 1,2,3 3F

English (4,SA), one of 
Biology, Chemistry, 
Physics or Maths B 
(4,SA)

One of Biology, 
Physics, Chemistry or 
Mathematics 
Assumed: any two units 
of English

14 68 64.95

Nutrition and dietetics Bachelor of Nutrition 
and Dietetics G 1,2 4F

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Biology, 
Chemistry and Maths B

Assumed: any two 
units of English, 
Biology, Chemistry and 
Mathematics

9 81 80.60

Nutrition and dietetics
Bachelor of Nutrition 
and Dietetics 
(graduate entry)^

G 1 2F Completion of an approved bachelor degree with 
relevant science courses N/A

Occupational therapy Bachelor of 
Occupational Therapy G,N 1 4F

English (4,SA), one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics (4,SA)

One of Biology, Physics 
or Chemistry 
Assumed: any two units 
of English

7 86 85.85

Physiotherapy Bachelor of 
Physiotherapy G,N 1 4F

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths B (4,SA) 
and one of Biology, 
Chemistry, or Physics

Assumed: any two units 
of English, Mathematics 
plus one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics

2 97 97.00

Sport development Bachelor of Sport 
Development G 1 3F

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: one of Maths 
A or B (4,SA), Biology, 
Chemistry, or Physics

Assumed: any two units 
of English, one of Biology, 
Physics, Chemistry, 
Mathematics General 2 
or Mathematics

14 68 64.95

Helping Australian war veterans overcome pain while sharing a joke or  
a story is just part of a normal day’s work for Shelby Gates. A Bachelor  
of Exercise Science and Graduate Diploma of Exercise Science graduate, 
Shelby is an exercise physiologist at the Active Body Conditioning Centre  
in Tweed Heads, where almost all of her clients are war vets. ‘It’s a great 
group to provide exercise rehab for as it’s so rewarding to be able to help 
people that have served their country,’ she says. ‘Whatever exercises  
we’re doing, their enthusiasm provides a really positive vibe for everyone 
at the centre.’ Shelby says her Griffith degrees were extremely helpful in 
providing a fundamental anatomy and physiology grounding. 

Shelby Gates
Bachelor of Exercise Science
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#		 Available	as	a	minor.
*	 Equivalent	to	4	years	studied	in	accelerated	mode	over	3	years.

Medical science and technology, clinical research

I enjoy studying...
Biology, chemistry, physics,  
IT, engineering

I’d like to work as a...
Medical laboratory scientist, clinical trials 
monitor, pharmacy technician, laboratory 
support technician, environmental scientist, 
formulation chemist, biomedical engineer, 
pharmaceutical marketing manager, 
environmental health officer

I’d like to work in...
Hospital laboratories, private pathology 
laboratories, state health laboratories, 
universities, microbiology, blood transfusion, 
immunology, drug research and discovery, 
pharmaceutical marketing

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Medical science
Bachelor of  
Biomedical Science

G 1,2 3F

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths B 
(4,SA), one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics 
(4,SA)

Assumed: any two units 
of English, Mathematics, 
plus one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics

6 89 88.95

N 1,2 3F

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths B 
(4,SA), one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics 
(4,SA)

N/A 9 81 N/A

Medical science research
Bachelor of Biomedical 
Science (Honours)

G 1 3F* 

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths B 
(4,SA), one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics 
(4,SA)

Assumed: any two units 
of English, Mathematics, 
plus one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics

3 95 95.00

Medical diagnostics
Bachelor of Medical 
Laboratory Science

G 1,2 4F

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths B 
(4,SA), one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics

Assumed: any two units 
of English, Mathematics 
plus one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics 

11 76 77.35

Environmental health

Bachelor of  
Health Science

G 1,2,3 3F

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: one of Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics or 
Maths B (4,SA)

Assumed: any two 
units of English, one 
of Biology, Chemistry, 
Physics or Mathematics

14 68 64.95Environmental toxicology

Health science

Applied pharmacology

Bachelor of 
Pharmacology  
and Toxicology

G 1,2,3 3F

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths B or C 
(4,SA), one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics 
(4,SA)

Assumed: any two units 
of English, Mathematics 
or HSC Mathematics 
Extension 1 or 2 
plus one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics

12 73 71.55

Chemical and 
environmental toxicology

Diagnostics

Pharmaceuticals

Sales and marketing

Biomedical engineering# Bachelor of 
Engineering (Honours)

G 1,2 4F/8P

English (4,SA),  
Maths B (4,SA)
Recommended: one of 
Chemistry, Maths C  
or Physics

Mathematics 
Assumed: any two 
units of English 
Recommended: one 
of Chemistry, HSC 
Mathematics Extension 
1 or 2, or Physics

12 73 71.55

Clinical sciences

Bachelor of Science N 1,2,3 3F/6P

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths A  
or B (4,SA) 
Recommended: one of 
Biology, Chemistry  
or Physics

N/A 15 66 61.85

Microbiology

‘It’s great to be able to put all that 
knowledge into practice now.’
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*		 As	a	graduate	of	this	degree	and	our	Master	of	Dentistry,	you’ll	be	qualified	to	work	as	a	registered	dentist.
@		 Students	will	be	required	to	attend	lectures	on	both	Gold	Coast	and	Logan	campuses.
^		 	This	degree,	for	applicants	who	completed	secondary	studies	up	to	three	years	before	applying	and	have	not	attempted	tertiary	study	at	diploma	level	or	higher,	provides	the	opportunity	for	you	

to	progress	directly	into	our	Doctor	of	Medicine,	which	is	an	AQF	level	9	Masters	extended	degree.	ATARs	are	used	in	selection	process.
#		 	Selection	within	the	rank	or	additional	ranks	were	used	in	the	selection	process.	Refer	to	the	institution	for	more	information.
x	 3	years	full-time	equivalent	offered	in	accelerated	mode	over	2	years
˜	 3	years	full-time	equivalent	offered	in	accelerated	mode	over	2.5	years	

Medicine, dentistry and health
Medicine, paramedicine, public health, nursing and midwifery,  
dentistry, pharmacy

I enjoy studying...
Biology, chemistry, physics, 
English, study of society, maths, 
health and physical education

I’d like to work as a...
Doctor, surgeon, dentist, nurse, midwife, 
pharmacist, paramedic, medical scientist, 
regulatory scientist, clinical trials monitor,  
health policy and program developer, 
environmental health officer, public health officer

I’d like to work in...
Hospitals, community health services, general  
practice, pharmaceutical sales, medical research,  
oral health, health promotion, defence forces

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Dentistry
Bachelor of Dental 
Health Science*

G 1 3F

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: one of Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics or 
Maths B (4,SA)

Any two units of English
Assumed: one of Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics or 
Mathematics

1# 99# 99.65

Dental prosthetics
Bachelor of Dental 
Prosthetics

G 1 3F

English (4SA) 
Assumed: one of Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics or 
Maths B (4SA)

Any two units of English 
Assumed: one of Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics or 
Mathematics

8 84 83.75

Dental technology
Bachelor of Dental 
Technology

G 1 3F

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: one of Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics or 
Maths B (4,SA)

Any two units of English 
Assumed: one of Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics or 
Mathematics

10 78 77.35

Medical science,  
medicine

Bachelor of  
Medical Science^ G,N 1 2Fx

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths B 
(4,SA), one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics 
(4,SA)

Any two units of English 
Assumed: Mathematics, 
one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics

1# 99# 99.80

Midwifery Bachelor of Midwifery G&L@ 1 3F/4P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 4 93 N/A

Nursing Bachelor of Nursing
G 1 3F/6P

English (4,SA)
Assumed: any two units 
of English 11 76 75.05

L,N 1 3F/6P N/A 12 73 N/A

Pharmacy Bachelor of Pharmacy G 1,2 4F

English (4,SA), Maths B 
or C (4,SA), one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics (4,SA)

Mathematics or  
HSC Mathematics 
Extension 1 or 2, 
plus one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics 
Assumed: any two units 
of English

9 81 80.60

Applied pharmacology

Bachelor of 
Pharmacology  
and Toxicology

G 1,2,3 3F

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths B or C 
(4,SA), one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics 
(4,SA)

Assumed: any two units 
of English, Mathematics 
or HSC Mathematics 
Extension 1 or 2 
plus one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics

12 73 71.55

Chemical and 
environmental toxicology

Diagnostics

Pharmaceuticals

Sales and marketing

Paramedicine
Bachelor of 
Paramedicine

G 1 2.5F˜

English (4,SA), one of 
Biology, Chemistry, 
Physics or Maths B 
(4,SA)

One of Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics  
or Mathematics 
Assumed: any two units 
of English

3 95 95.00

Public health
Bachelor of  
Public Health

G 1,3 3F English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 14 68 64.95Health promotion

Environmental health

Medical science 
Bachelor of  
Biomedical Science

G 1,2 3F

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths B 
(4,SA), one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics 
(4,SA)

Assumed: any two units 
of English, Mathematics, 
plus one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics

6 89 88.95

N 1,2 3F N/A 9 81 N/A

Medical science research
Bachelor of Biomedical 
Science (Honours)

G 1 3F

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths B 
(4,SA), one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics 
(4,SA)

Assumed: any two units 
of English, Mathematics, 
plus one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics

3 95 95.00
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Dedicated  
mentor
The	lack	of	choice	and	control	that	Aboriginal	and	
Torres	Strait	Islander	women	currently	have	over	
their	pregnancy	and	birthing	care	is	the	driving	
force	for	Griffith	graduate	Cassandra	Nest	from	
the	Gold	Coast.	Cassandra	is	currently	the	only	
Aboriginal	and	Torres	Strait	Islander	midwife	
working	at	the	Gold	Coast	University	Hospital	
and	one	of	only	three	working	in	the	Gold	Coast	
area.	She	is	aiming	to	close	the	gap	by	actively	
mentoring	Griffith	Midwifery	students.	‘My	
goal	is	to	inspire	potential	Indigenous	Bachelor	
of	Midwifery	students	and	to	assist,	enable	and	
encourage	them	to	achieve	their	goals,’	says	
Cassandra	who	was	also	the	first	Aboriginal		
and	Torres	Strait	Islander	midwifery	graduate	
from	Griffith’s	Bachelor	of	Midwifery	in	2012.	

Cassandra Nest 
Bachelor of Midwifery 
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Medicine, dentistry and health
Psychology, social work and human services

I enjoy studying...
Study of society, English,  
biology, chemistry

I’d like to work as a...
Psychologist, counsellor, social worker,  
welfare support officer

I’d like to work in...
Community planning and development, welfare services, family 
support, mental health services, correctional services, policy 
development and research, rehabilitation services, women’s services, 
youth work, forensic mental health, criminology and criminal justice, 
human services, disability studies, health research, business research, 
employment and income support, aged care, migrant and refugees 
support services, child protection and child safety services

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Counselling Bachelor of 
Counselling G,M 1,2,3 3F English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 

of English 15 66 61.85

Child and family services Bachelor of Child  
and Family Studies G,L,X 1,2 3F English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 

of English 15 66 61.85

Human services Bachelor of  
Human Services

G 1,2 3F/6P

English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English

14 68 61.85

L 1,2 3F/6P 15 66 N/A

15 66 61.85X 1,2 3F/6P

Psychological science Bachelor of 
Psychological Science* G,M 1,2,3 3F English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 

of English 14 68 64.95

Psychology Bachelor of 
Psychology (Honours)

G 1,2,3 4F

English (4,SA)

Assumed: any two units 
of English 10 78 77.35

M 1,2,3 4F N/A 12 73 N/A

Social work Bachelor of  
Social Work G,L,X 1,2 4F English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 

of English 14 68 64.95

Psychology
Bachelor of Education 
(specialising in 
secondary teaching)

G,M 1 3.5F
English (4,SA),  
Maths A, B or C (4,SA), 
NARTE†^

Any two units of English 
(Band 2 or higher), 
Mathematics General 
2, Mathematics, HSC 
Mathematics Extension 
1 or HSC Mathematics 
2 (Band 2 or higher), 
NARTE†^

13 71 69.00

Sociology Bachelor of Arts G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 15 66 61.85

Social science Bachelor of  
Social Science G,N 1 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 

of English 12 73 71.55

*	 	Honours	is	available	for	these	degrees	if	you	wish	to	work	as	a	psychologist.	This	involves	an	additional	year	to	complete	the	Bachelor	of	Psychological	Science	with	Honours.	You	must	meet	
entry	requirements	to	be	eligible	for	honours.

†	 See	page	32	for	additional	entry	information.
^	 	Non-Academic	Entry	Requirements	for	Teacher	Education	(NARTE).	Applicants	must	meet	both	academic	and	non-academic	entry	requirements	to	be	eligible	for	this	program.		

For	further	information,	please	visit	the	QTAC	Teacher	entry	website:	www.qtac.edu.au/courses---institutions/teacher-entry

‘I was fortunate enough to gain entry 
into such a prestigious degree at 
Griffith. I felt that as an Indigenous 
dental student, I needed to give back 
to the community as well.’
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In the community
Filling	a	vital	gap	in	oral	health	services		
at	a	South	East	Queensland	Aboriginal	and	
Torres	Strait	Islander	community	has	been	a	
passion	for	dentistry	graduate	Michael	Baker	
from	Toowoomba.	During	five	years	studying	
at	Griffith’s	Gold	Coast	campus,	Michael	and	
a	group	of	his	fellow	dental	students	visited	
Cherbourg	four	times	a	year	to	run	clinics	at	the	
local	health	service.	Working	on	behalf	of	the	
Hope4Health	organisation,	Michael	organised	
the	trips,	collected	donations	from	corporations,	
Griffith	University	and	the	Australian	Dental	
Association	and	took	the	mobile	clinic	on	the	
three-hour	drive	to	Cherbourg.	On	his	last	trip	
he	loaded	up	his	ute	with	$60,000	of	dental	
gear	and	his	team	spent	a	day	setting	up	four	
surgery	rooms	at	the	Cherbourg	health	clinic.	
‘My	student	days	are	over	but	I’ll	definitely		
come	out	as	a	supervisor	so	I	will	still	have		
an	active	role	in	this	program,’	he	said.	

Michael Baker 
Bachelor of Dental Health Science 
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Music and performing arts
Queensland Conservatorium Griffith University

*		 	Admission	to	this	degree	is	based	on	special	entry	requirements	in	addition	to	academic	achievement.	Although	the	Conservatorium	places	great	emphasis	on	the	audition	and	its	own	internal	
testing,	the	OP	or	its	equivalent	may	also	be	included	as	part	of	multiple	selection	criteria.	Visit	griffith.edu.au/conservatorium-auditions	for	further	information	about	auditions.

†	 See	page	32	for	additional	entry	information.
^	 	Non-Academic	Entry	Requirements	for	Teacher	Education	(NARTE).	Applicants	must	meet	both	academic	and	non-academic	entry	requirements	to	be	eligible	for	this	program.		

For	further	information,	please	visit	the	QTAC	Teacher	entry	website:	www.qtac.edu.au/courses---institutions/teacher-entry

I enjoy studying...
Music, musical theatre, acting

I’d like to work as a...
Performer, vocalist, instrumentalist, 
musician, concert performer, music 
producer, sound engineer, composer, 
music promoter, event organiser, actor

I’d like to work in...
Performance companies, orchestras, 
theatre, the entertainment industry, 
community arts, musical theatre, 
multimedia, live sound, recording studios, 
theatres and performance venues,  
film and television, games design

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Acting Bachelor of Acting S 1 3F/6P English (4SA), plus 
audition and interview N/A * * N/A

Classical music

Bachelor of Music S 1 3F English (4,SA), plus 
audition and interview N/A * * N/A

Composition

Contemporary music

Instrumental music

Jazz

Music production  
and recording

Music studies

Music teaching and 
education

Music technology

Opera and voice

Pedagogy

Performance

Acting

Bachelor of  
Musical Theatre S 1 3F English (4,SA), plus 

audition and interview N/A * * N/A
Singing

Dancing

Musical theatre

Drama Bachelor of Arts G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 15 66 61.85

Drama
Bachelor of Education
(specialising in 
secondary teaching)

M 1 3.5F English (4,SA), Maths A, 
B or C (4,SA), NARTE†^ N/A 13 71 N/A

‘I am forever grateful for the guidance 
I was given throughout my experience 
at the Con and couldn’t imagine 
myself studying anywhere else.’
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Living the dream
Courtney	Monsma	landed	her	dream	role		
even	before	she	graduated	from	university.		
The	talented	triple-threat	performer	
was	cast	in	a	national	touring	production	
of	Mamma	Mia!	in	her	final	year	of	a	
musical	theatre	degree	at	the	Queensland	
Conservatorium.	‘I	wouldn’t	have	had	the	
confidence	to	audition	for	Mamma	Mia!	if	
not	for	this	course,’	she	said.	‘You	have	so	
much	support	and	are	so	well	prepared.	I	did	
the	first	run	of	Mamma	Mia!	in	Canberra,	
and	then	made	it	back	to	Brisbane	just	in	
time	for	graduation.’	Courtney	credits	her	
experience	in	Conservatorium	productions	
with	giving	her	the	confidence	to	audition.	
She	was	cast	in	the	lead	role	of	Maria	in	a	
blockbuster	production	of	West	Side	Story	
in	her	final	year.	‘It	was	amazing	to	be	on	
stage	in	the	Conservatorium	Theatre	with		
a	huge	set,	an	orchestra	and	costumes,’		
she	said.	‘It	was	a	dream	role	and	West		
Side	Story	was	a	great	stepping	stone		
to	a	professional	production.’

Courtney Monsma
Bachelor of Musical Theatre
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Science

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Forensic science Bachelor of  
Forensic Science N 1 3F/6P

English (4,SA)
Assumed: Maths B 
(4,SA)
Recommended: one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics

N/A 14 68 N/A

Applied mathematics

Bachelor of Science G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P

English (4,SA)
Assumed: Maths A or B 
(4,SA)
Recommended: one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics

Assumed: any two 
units of English, 
Mathematics General 2 
or Mathematics
Recommended: one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics

15 66 61.85

Biochemistry and  
molecular biology

Chemistry

Clinical sciences*

Geography

Marine biology^

Microbiology*

Physics

Wildlife biology

Science research 
(advanced)

Bachelor of Science 
Advanced (Honours) G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P

English (4,SA)
Assumed: Maths A or B 
(4,SA)
Recommended: one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics

N/A 6 89 N/A

Ecology and conservation

Bachelor of 
Environmental Science G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P

English (4,SA)
Assumed: Maths A or B 
(4,SA)
Recommended: one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics

Assumed: any two 
units of English, 
Mathematics General 2 
or Mathematics
Recommended: one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics

15 66 61.85
Environmental 
management

Soil and water science

Urban environments

Coastal managementx

Bachelor of  
Marine Science G 1,2 3F/6P

English (4,SA)
Assumed: Maths A or B 
(4,SA)
Recommended: one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics

Assumed: any two 
units of English, 
Mathematics General 2 
or Mathematics
Recommended: one of 
Biology, Chemistry or 
Physics

14 68 64.95
Coastal oceanographyx

Marine chemistryx

Marine ecologyx

Data science and  
artificial intelligence

Bachelor of  
Computer Science G, N 1,2 3F/6P

English (4,SA)
Assumed: Maths B 
(4,SA)

Assumed: any two units 
of English, Mathematics 11 76 75.05

Medical science Bachelor of  
Biomedical Science

G 1,2 3F
English (4,SA)
Assumed: Maths B 
(4,SA), one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics 
(4,SA)

Assumed: any two units 
of English, Mathematics, 
plus one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics

6 89 88.95

N 1,2 3F N/A 9 81 N/A

Medical science research Bachelor of Biomedical 
Science (Honours) G 1 3F#

English (4,SA)
Assumed: Maths B 
(4,SA), one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics 
(4,SA)

Assumed: any two units 
of English, Mathematics, 
plus one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics

3 95 95.00

Medical laboratory science Bachelor of Medical 
Laboratory Science G 1,2 4F

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths B 
(4,SA), one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics

Assumed: any two units 
of English, Mathematics, 
plus one of Biology, 
Physics or Chemistry

11 76 77.35

Medical science,  
medicine

Bachelor of  
Medical Science$ G,N 1 2F%

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths B 
(4,SA), one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics 
(4,SA)

Any two units of English 
Assumed: Mathematics, 
one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics

1& 99& 99.80

Health science Bachelor of  
Health Science G 1,2,3 3F

English (4,SA)
Assumed: one of Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics or 
Maths B (4,SA)

Assumed: any two 
units of English, one 
of Biology, Physics, 
Chemistry or 
Mathematics

14 68 64.95

I enjoy studying...
Biology, chemistry, physics, 
maths, engineering, IT, 
technology studies

I’d like to work as a...
Microbiologist, pharmaceutical scientist, biochemist, 
chemist, biotechnologist, environment consultant, 
environmental scientist, wildlife biologist, 
mathematician, physicist, DNA expert, forensic 
molecular biologist, forensic chemist, forensic 
toxicologist, science journalist, science teacher

I’d like to work in...
Hospitals, medical research institutes, 
biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies, 
environmental organisations, government 
departments and agencies, technical sales, 
electricity companies, oil and mineral exploration, 
technology development, criminal justice
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*		 	Available	at	Nathan	only.
^		 	Available	at	Gold	Coast	only.
~		 	Available	at	Mt	Gravatt	only.
x	 Available	as	a	minor.
†		 	See	page	32	for	additional	entry	information.
^	 		Non-Academic	Entry	Requirements	for	Teacher	Education	(NARTE).	Applicants	must	meet	both	academic	and	non-academic	entry	requirements	to	be	eligible	for	this	program.		

For	further	information,	please	visit	the	QTAC	Teacher	entry	website:	www.qtac.edu.au/courses---institutions/teacher-entry
#	 4	years	full-time	equivalent	offered	in	accelerated	mode	over	3	years.	
%	 3	years	full-time	equivalent	offered	in	accelerated	mode	over	2	years.
$		 	This	degree,	for	applicants	who	completed	secondary	studies	up	to	three	years	before	applying	and	have	not	attempted	tertiary	study	at	diploma	level	or	higher,	provides	the	opportunity	for	you	

to	progress	directly	into	our	Doctor	of	Medicine,	which	is	an	AQF	level	9	Masters	extended	degree.	ATARs	are	used	in	selection	process.
&		 	Selection	within	the	rank	or	additional	ranks	were	used	in	the	selection	process.	Refer	to	the	institution	for	more	information.

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Pharmacology		
and	toxicology

Bachelor	of	
Pharmacology		
and	Toxicology

G 1,2,3 3F

English	(4,SA)
Assumed:	Maths	B	or	C	
(4,SA),	one	of	Biology,	
Chemistry	or	Physics	
(4,SA)

Assumed:	any	two	units	
of	English,	Mathematics	
or	HSC	Mathematics	
Extension	1	or	2	
plus	one	of	Biology,	
Chemistry	or	Physics

12 73 71.55

Mathematics	education
Bachelor	of	Education
(specialising	in	primary	
teaching) G,M 1 3.5F English	(4,SA),	Maths	A,	

B,	or	C	(4,SA),	NARTE†^

Any	two	units	of	English	
(Band	2	or	higher),	
Mathematics	General	
2,	Mathematics	or	HSC	
Mathematics	Extension	
1	or	HSC	Mathematics	
Extension	2	(Band	2		
or	higher),	NARTE†^

13 71 69.00

Science	education

Biology

Bachelor	of	Education
(specialising	in	
secondary	teaching)

G,M 1 3.5F English	(4,SA),	Maths	A,	
B	or	C	(4,SA),	NARTE†^

Any	two	units	of	English	
(Band	2	or	higher),	
Mathematics	General	
2,	Mathematics,	HSC	
Mathematics	Extension	
1	or	HSC	Mathematics	
Extension	2	(Band	2		
or	higher),	NARTE†^

13 71 69.00

Chemistry	(must	be	combined	
with	Biology	or	Mathematics)

Geography~

Mathematics

Physics	(must	be	combined	
with	Mathematics)

‘Life as a researcher is a unique and amazing 
career path. The fact that you make new 
discoveries that can contribute to the 
knowledge base of mankind is just the best.’ 

Mitch now works as a postdoctoral researcher at the Oregon Health 
and Science University. The best way to describe his job is that he’s 
looking at the roles bacteria play in the overall geochemical cycling of 
manganese(III) in aquatic environments. He works under a professor 
whom he describes as somewhat of a legend in this field and, while 
there, was able to go on a research cruise expedition through the  
St. Lawrence estuary. Mitch collected samples and investigated the 
various forms of manganese present as well as collecting samples  
for bacterial isolations. He says being able to take part in the research 
cruise is the highlight of his career to date. 

Mitchell Wright
Bachelor of Biotechnology (Honours) 
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Sport

#	 Available	as	a	minor.
†		 	See	page	32	for	additional	entry	information.
^	 		Non-Academic	Entry	Requirements	for	Teacher	Education	(NARTE).	Applicants	must	meet	both	academic	and	non-academic	entry	requirements	to	be	eligible	for	this	program.		

For	further	information,	please	visit	the	QTAC	Teacher	entry	website:	www.qtac.edu.au/courses---institutions/teacher-entry

STUDY AREA /  
SPECIALISATION / 
MAJOR DEGREE Campus

Start  
trimester Duration

PREREQUISITES 2018

QTAC UAC OP Rank ATAR

Exercise science Bachelor of  
Exercise Science G 1,2,3 3F

English (4,SA), one of 
Biology, Chemistry, 
Physics or Maths B 
(4,SA)

One of Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics or 
Mathematics 
Assumed: any two units 
of English

14 68 64.95

Physiotherapy Bachelor of 
Physiotherapy G,N 1 4F

English (4,SA) 
Assumed: Maths B 
(4,SA), one of Biology, 
Chemistry, or Physics

Assumed: any two units 
of English, Mathematics  
plus one of Biology, 
Chemistry or Physics

2 97 97.00

Sport development Bachelor of Sport 
Development G 1 3F

English (4,SA)
Assumed: one of Maths 
A or B (4,SA), Biology, 
Chemistry, or Physics 

Assumed: any two units 
of English, plus one  
of Mathematics, 
Mathematics General 2, 
biology, Chemistry,  
or Physics

14 68 64.95

Sport management Bachelor of Business G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 15 66 61.85

Sport management

Bachelor of 
International 
Tourism and Hotel 
Management

G,N 1,2,3 3F/6P English (4,SA) Assumed: any two units 
of English 15 66 61.85

Sport technology# Bachelor of 
Engineering (Honours) N 1,2 4F/8P

English (4,SA), Maths B 
(4,SA) 
Recommended: one of 
Chemistry, Maths C or 
Physics

N/A 12 73 71.55

Health and physical 
education

Bachelor of Education 
(specialising in  
primary teaching)

G 1 3.5F English (4,SA), Maths A, 
B, or C (4,SA), NARTE†^ 

Any two units of English 
(Band 2 or higher), 
Mathematics General 2, 
Mathematics or HSC 
Mathematics Extension 
1 or HSC Mathematics 
Extension 2 (Band 2  
or higher)† 

13 71 69.00

Health and physical 
education

Bachelor of Education 
(specialising in 
secondary teaching)

M 1 3.5F English (4,SA), Maths A, 
B or C (4,SA), NARTE†^ N/A 13 71 N/A

I enjoy studying...
Health and physical education,  
sport and recreation,  
biology, chemistry, physics

I’d like to work as a...
Sports coach, health and physical 
education teacher, exercise scientist, 
physiotherapist, team manager

I’d like to work in...
Sports management, sports marketing 
and media, athlete representation, 
rehabilitation, community sport,  
health promotion, sports medicine

‘It was great to have the 
Griffith Sports College 
there to help me.’
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Passion 
for sport
For	up-and-coming	hockey	player		
Rosie	Malone,	Griffith	Sports	College		
has	helped	with	the	transition	to	elite	
sport	and	tertiary	study.	‘I	was	so	
surprised	and	fortunate	to	come	to	
Griffith	University	because	the	Sports	
College	has	helped	me	so	much	with	my	
studies.	They	are	able	to	reorganise	my	
exam	timetables,	talk	to	my	lecturers	
and	conveners,	and	make	performing	
well	so	much	more	achievable.’	Rosie	
said	studying	a	Bachelor	of	Sport	
Development	tied	in	perfectly	with	her	
passion	for	sport.	‘You	get	to	go	out	and	
do	pracs	at	schools	and	sports	facilities,	
and	everything	to	do	with	my	course	is	
relevant	and	interesting	so	it’s	a	great	
opportunity	for	me.’	

Rosie Malone
Bachelor of Sport Development 

O
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Double degrees

Griffith double degrees  
combine industry-related areas 
to prepare you for opportunities 
in a fast-changing world.
You can choose to combine two degrees 
from related fields to become a specialist, 
or degrees from different areas of  
interest to broaden your choices.  
With our extensive range of study areas, 
you’re bound to find a combination that’s 
right for you.

Why choose a  
double degree?
• Follow your passion—study  

what you love while completing  
a professional qualification.

• Gain two qualifications—graduate 
with the skills to work across  
different fields.

Double your degree,  
multiply your opportunities.

• Expand your network—find more 
opportunities with a diverse network  
of valuable contacts.

• Develop a unique skill set—combine 
two areas of study and gain an edge in 
the job market.

• Improve your employment 
outcomes—increase your chances  
of landing a job.*

*  Graduate Careers Australia found in 2015 that 
double degree graduates are more likely to get  
a job than single degree graduates.

How does it work?
When you study a double degree, you’ll 
complete the two degrees at the same 
time, usually over four or five years, 
saving you time and money. As a double 
degree graduate, you’ll receive two degree 
certificates—one for each qualification. 

Final year capstone course 
In your final year of study, you’ll complete 
a capstone course that will bring together 
the knowledge and skills you’ve gained in 
each component of your double degree. 

Hands-on industry 
experience
Our double degrees are structured to 
include industry internships and work 
placements, so you’ll make practical 
connections within and between each  
of your areas of study.

Finish faster
With our trimester academic year, you 
may have the option to complete a double 
degree in the same length of time as a 
single degree by taking courses (subject to 
availability) in every trimester each year.

Griffith University student Tim O’Dea is embarking on an 
international exchange program to the United Kingdom.  
Tim will spend six months with Plymouth University in England’s 
south-west, as part of a Forensic Science/Criminology and  
Criminal Justice double degree. ‘When I left school I eventually  
realised there were opportunities to combine my passion for  
the work undertaken by the Queensland Police Service with  
a long-held love of science. Ensuring students maximise their 
networking opportunities with key industries is something  
Griffith is very supportive of, plus their unique criminology/ 
criminal justice program is world renowned, so I know I’m  
not short-changing myself within my studied programs.’

Tim O’Dea
Bachelor of Forensic Science/Bachelor of Criminology 
and Criminal Justice 
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Double degree options
You’ll find prerequisites for specific double degrees at degrees.griffith.edu.au

STUDY AREA DOUBLE DEGREES AVAILABLE Campus
Start 

trimester Duration

2018

OP Rank ATAR

Arts

Bachelor	of	Arts/Bachelor	of	Business G,N 1,2,3 4F 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	Arts G,N 1 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Bachelor	of	Science/Bachelor	of	Arts G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P NEW	IN	2019

Asian	studies

Bachelor	of	Business/Bachelor	of	Asian	Studies N 1 4F/8P 15 66 N/A

Bachelor	of	Commerce/Bachelor	of	Asian	Studies N 1 4F/8P 14 68 N/A

Bachelor	of	Government	and	International	Relations/	
Bachelor	of	Asian	Studies

N 1 4F/8P 15 66 N/A

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	Asian	Studies N 1 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Aviation Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)/Bachelor	of	Aviation N 1 4F 12 73 N/A

Business

Bachelor	of	Arts/Bachelor	of	Business G,N 1,2,3 4F 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	Business/Bachelor	of	Asian	Studies N 1 4F/8P 15 66 N/A

Bachelor	of	Business/Bachelor	of	Commerce G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P 14 68 64.95

Bachelor	of	Business/Bachelor	of	Government	and		
International	Relations

G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	Business/Bachelor	of	International	Business G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	Creative	and	Interactive	Media/	
Bachelor	of	Business

G,S 1,2 4F/8P 14 68 64.95

Bachelor	of	Design/Bachelor	of	Business G,S,N 1,2,3 4F 14 68 64.95

Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)/Bachelor	of	Business G,N 1,2 5F,10P 12 73 71.55

Bachelor	of	Environmental	Science/Bachelor	of	Business G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	Exercise	Science/Bachelor	of	Business G 1,3 4.5F 14 68 64.95

Bachelor	of	Fine	Art/Bachelor	of	Business N,S 1 4F/8P 10 78 N/A

Bachelor	of	Information	Technology/Bachelor	of	Business G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	International	Tourism	and	Hotel	Management/
Bachelor	of	Business

G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	Business G,N 1,2 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Bachelor	of	Pharmacology	and	Toxicology/Bachelor	of	Business G 1 4F 12 73 71.55

Bachelor	of	Photography/Bachelor	of	Business N,S 1 4F 14 68 N/A

Bachelor	of	Psychological	Science/Bachelor	of	Business G,M,N 1,2,3 4F 14 68 64.95

Bachelor	of	Science/Bachelor	of	Business G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P 15 66 61.85

Commerce

Bachelor	of	Business/Bachelor	of	Commerce G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P 14 68 64.95

Bachelor	of	Commerce/Bachelor	of	Asian	Studies N 1 4F/8P 14 68 N/A

Bachelor	of	Commerce/Bachelor	of	International	Business G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P 14 68 64.95

Bachelor	of	Information	Technology/Bachelor	of	Commerce G,N 1,2 4F/8P NEW	IN	2019

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	Commerce G,N 1,2 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Bachelor	of	Commerce/Bachelor	of	Psychological	Science G,M,N 1,2,3 4F/8P NEW	IN	2019

Bachelor	of	Science/Bachelor	of	Commerce G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P NEW	IN	2019

Computer	science
Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)/Bachelor	of		
Computer	Science

G 1,2 5F/10P 11 76 75.05

N 1,2 5F/10P NEW	IN	2019

Creative	and		
interactive	media

Bachelor	of	Creative	and	Interactive	Media/	
Bachelor	of	Business

G,S 1,2 4F/8P 14 68 64.95
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STUDY AREA DOUBLE DEGREES AVAILABLE Campus
Start 

trimester Duration

2018

OP Rank ATAR

Criminology	and		
criminal	justice

Bachelor	of	Criminology	and	Criminal	Justice/Bachelor	of	
Information	Technology

G,M,N 1 4F 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	Forensic	Science/Bachelor	of	Criminology	and	
Criminal	Justice

N 1 4F/8P 14 68 N/A

Bachelor	of	Human	Services/Bachelor	of	Criminology	and	
Criminal	Justice

G 1,2 4F/8P 14 68 61.85

L,M 1,2 4F/8P 15 66 N/A

X 1,2 4F/8P 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	Criminology	and	Criminal	Justice G,M,N 1,2 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Bachelor	of	Psychological	Science/Bachelor	of	Criminology		
and	Criminal	Justice

G,M 1 4F/8P 14 68 64.95

Data	science
Bachelor	of	Environmental	Science/Bachelor	of	Data	Science G,N 1 4F/8P NEW	IN	2019

Bachelor	of	Science/	Bachelor	of	Data	Science G,N 1 4F/8P NEW	IN	2019

Dental	prosthetics Bachelor	of	Dental	Technology/Bachelor	of	Dental	Prosthetics G 1 4F 8 84 83.75

Dental	technology Bachelor	of	Dental	Technology/Bachelor	of	Dental	Prosthetics G 1 4F 8 84 83.75

Design Bachelor	of	Design/Bachelor	of	Business G,S,N 1,2,3 4F 14 68 64.95

Engineering

Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)/Bachelor	of	Aviation N 1 4F 12 73 N/A

Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)/Bachelor	of	Business G,N 1,2 5F/10P 12 73 71.55

Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)/Bachelor	of		
Computer	Science

G 1,2 5F/10P 11 76 75.05

N 1,2 5F/10P NEW	IN	2019

Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)/Bachelor	of		
Environmental	Science

G,N 1,2 5F/10P 12 73 71.55

Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)/Bachelor	of	Industrial	Design G 1,2 5F/10P 12 73 71.55

Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)/Bachelor	of		
Information	Technology

G,N 1,2 5F/10P 12 73 71.55

Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)/Bachelor	of	Science G,N 1,2 5F/10P 12 73 71.55

Environmental	science

Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)/Bachelor	of		
Environmental	Science

G,N 1,2 5F/10P 12 73 71.55

Bachelor	of	Environmental	Science/Bachelor	of	Business G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	Environmental	Science/Bachelor	of	Data	Science G,N 1 4F/8P NEW	IN	2019

Bachelor	of	Environmental	Science/Bachelor	of	Laws G,N 1,2 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Exercise	science
Bachelor	of	Exercise	Science/Bachelor	of	Business G 1,3 4.5F 14 68 64.95

Bachelor	of	Exercise	Science/Bachelor	of	Psychological	Science G 1,3 4.5F 14 68 64.95

Fine	art Bachelor	of	Fine	Art/Bachelor	of	Business N,S 1 4F/8P 10 78 N/A

Forensic	science
Bachelor	of	Forensic	Science/Bachelor	of	Criminology	and	
Criminal	Justice

N 1 4F/8P 14 68 N/A

Government	and	
international	relations

Bachelor	of	Business/Bachelor	of	Government	and		
International	Relations

G,N 1,2,3	 4F/8P	 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	Government	and	International	Relations/	
Bachelor	of	Asian	Studies

N 1 4F 15 66 N/A

Bachelor	of	International	Business/Bachelor	of	Government		
and	International	Relations

G,N 1,2 4F/8P 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	Government	and		
International	Relations

G,N 1,2 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Human	services
Bachelor	of	Human	Services/Bachelor	of	Criminology	and	
Criminal	Justice

G 1,2 4F/8P 14 68 61.85

L,M 1,2 4F/8P 15 66 N/A

X 1,2 4F/8P 15 66 61.85

Industrial	design Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)/Bachelor	of	Industrial	Design G 1,2 5F/10P 12 73 71.55

Information	technology

Bachelor	of	Criminology	and	Criminal	Justice/	
Bachelor	of	Information	Technology

G,M,N 1 4F 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)/Bachelor	of		
Information	Technology

G,N 1,2 5F/10P 12 73 71.55

Bachelor	of	Information	Technology/Bachelor	of	Business G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	Information	Technology/Bachelor	of	Commerce G,N 1,2 4F/8P NEW	IN	2019

Bachelor	of	Science/Bachelor	of	Information	Technology G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P 15 66 61.85

Double degree options
You’ll find prerequisites for specific double degrees at degrees.griffith.edu.au
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STUDY AREA DOUBLE DEGREES AVAILABLE Campus
Start 

trimester Duration

2018

OP Rank ATAR

International	business

Bachelor	of	Business/Bachelor	of	International	Business G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	Commerce/Bachelor	of	International	Business G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P 14 68 64.95

Bachelor	of	International	Business/Bachelor	of	Government		
and	International	Relations

G,N 1,2 4F/8P 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	International	Business G,N 1,2 5.5F 8 84 83.75

International	tourism		
and	hotel	management

Bachelor	of	International	Tourism	and	Hotel	Management/
Bachelor	of	Business

G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P 15 66 61.85

Laws

Bachelor	of	Environmental	Science/Bachelor	of	Laws G,N 1,2 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	Arts G,N 1,2 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	Asian	Studies N 1 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	Business G,N 1,2 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	Commerce G,N 1,2 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	Criminology	and	Criminal	Justice G,M,N 1,2 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	Government	and		
International	Relations

G,N 1,2 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	International	Business G,N 1,2 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	Psychological	Science G,M,N 1,2 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Bachelor	of	Pharmacology	and	Toxicology/Bachelor	of	Laws G 1 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Mental	health	practice
Bachelor	of	Psychological	Science/Master	of	Mental		
Health	Practice

G,X 1 4F 14 68 64.95

Nursing Bachelor	of	Nursing/Graduate	Certificate	in	Paediatric	Nursing N,X 1 4F^ 6 89 N/A

Pharmacology		
and	toxicology

Bachelor	of	Pharmacology	and	Toxicology/Bachelor	of	Business G 1 4F/8P 12 73 71.55

Bachelor	of	Pharmacology	and	Toxicology/Bachelor	of	Laws G 1 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Photography Bachelor	of	Photography/Bachelor	of	Business N,S 1 4F 14 68 N/A

Psychological	science

Bachelor	of	Exercise	Science/Bachelor	of	Psychological	Science G 1,3 4.5F 14 68 64.95

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	Psychological	Science G,M,N 1 5.5F 8 84 83.75

Bachelor	of	Psychological	Science/Bachelor	of	Business G,M,N 1,2,3 4F/8P 14 68 64.95

Bachelor	of	Commerce/Bachelor	of	Psychological	Science G,M,N 1,2,3 4F/8P NEW	IN	2019

Bachelor	of	Psychological	Science/Bachelor	of	Criminology		
and	Criminal	Justice

G,M 1 4F/8P 14 68 64.95

Bachelor	of	Psychological	Science/Master	of		
Rehabilitation	Counselling

G,X 1 4F 14 68 64.95

Bachelor	of	Psychological	Science/Master	of	Mental		
Health	Practice

G,X 1 4F 14 68 64.95

Rehabilitation	counselling
Bachelor	of	Psychological	Science/Master	of		
Rehabilitation	Counselling

G,X 1 4F 14 68 64.95

Science

Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)/Bachelor	of	Science G,N 1,2 5F/10P 12 73 71.55

Bachelor	of	Science/Bachelor	of	Arts G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P NEW	IN	2019

Bachelor	of	Science/Bachelor	of	Business G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	Science/Bachelor	of	Data	Science G,N 1 4F/8P NEW	IN	2019

Bachelor	of	Science/Bachelor	of	Information	Technology G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	Urban	and	Environmental	Planning/	
Bachelor	of	Science

G,N 1,2 5F/10P 15 66 61.85

Bachelor	of	Science/Bachelor	of	Commerce G,N 1,2,3 4F/8P NEW	IN	2019

Urban	and		
environmental	planning

Bachelor	of	Urban	and	Environmental	Planning/	
Bachelor	of	Science

G,N 1,2 5F/10P 15 66 61.85

^		 4th	year	is	part-time,	external	study
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How to apply

The following information relates 
to applying for university as a 
domestic student. This includes:

• Australian citizens
• Australian Permanent Residents  

(holders of all categories of  
permanent resident visas,  
including Humanitarian Visas)

• New Zealand citizens.

Find out which Griffith degree  
is right for you.

Search our degree  
and career finder
Visit degrees.griffith.edu.au to explore 
our comprehensive range of degrees.  
You can search by degree, career or 
course and find out everything you  
need to know, from prerequisites and 
course options to fees and how to apply.

You can also register to receive  
email updates about our degrees,  
events and key dates. Find out more  
at griffith.edu.au/study

Select your  
degree1 

Get a more detailed  
study guide
Griffith has a suite of detailed study 
guides covering all our discipline areas.  

Find the guides online at  
degrees.griffith.edu.au  
or pick up a copy at Open Day.

Connect with us

Events
You can find out more about our degrees, 
meet the people who teach them,  
and get a taste of student life at  
events such as Open Day and TSXPO 
(Tertiary Studies Expo). Find out more  
at griffith.edu.au/openday

You can also connect online and talk  
to us at any time to find out more  
about your options.

Phone or email us
Contact us for advice about your study 
options and to find out more about 
studying at Griffith, including student 
support and scholarships.

• Phone: 1800 677 728 (toll free)

If you’re an international student, contact 
our International Future Students team.

• Phone: +61 (0)7 3735 6425
• Email: international@griffith.edu.au

Use this section to help you  
through the application process.

Online
Find news and information about our 
degrees, campuses, teaching, research, 
students, staff and graduates.

• griffith.edu.au/study
• Search frequently asked questions: 

griffith.edu.au/ask-us

  facebook.com/griffithuniversity

  linkedin.com/company/griffith-university

 twitter.com/griffith_uni

 instagram/griffithuniversity

 youtube.com/griffithuniversity

#Griffithuni

Use other resources
A range of other resources can help  
you choose the right degree for you.

Explore career opportunities for different 
industries at myfuture.edu.au

Learn more about student fees and 
tertiary options at studyassist.gov.au
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University applications are made 
through the Queensland Tertiary 
Admissions Centre (QTAC) 
or the University Admissions 
Centre (UAC, for New South 
Wales applicants). In some 
circumstances, you may submit 
a direct application to Griffith. 
Applications are assessed on:

1. Eligibility—subject prerequisites and 
any additional criteria set by the university

2. Merit—OP, ATAR or Selection Rank

Eligibility

Subject prerequisites
Subject prerequisites are subjects that 
must be completed, and a minimum grade 
achieved, in order to be admitted to a 
degree. English is a prerequisite for all 
of our degrees and some degrees have 
additional prerequisites.

Prior Assumed Knowledge
It is assumed that through your secondary 
school, or equivalent studies, you will have 
achieved a minimum level of knowledge 
in certain subjects, such as Maths (A, B 
or C), Physics, Chemistry or Biology. If 
you haven’t completed these subjects or 
don’t have the recommended level of prior 
knowledge, you can still be made an offer 
for the degree. However, if you want to 
gain this knowledge, you can take one of 
our bridging courses.

If you haven’t studied the prerequisite 
subjects for a degree, or if you have 
studied them but didn’t pass, you may  
be able to complete a bridging course.  
You can also look for other degrees  
that may provide a pathway to your 
preferred degree.

Visit griffith.edu.au/apply for 
information on pathways. 

Merit

OP, ATAR, IB and Selection Rank
An Overall Position (OP) is the tertiary 
entrance rank assigned to eligible Year 12 
students in Queensland based on their 
performance in senior secondary  
school subjects. 

An Australian Tertiary Admission Rank 
(ATAR) is the rank assigned to eligible  
Year 12 students in other Australian states 
and territories. Some high schools also 
offer the Diploma of the International 
Baccalaureate program. 

If you don’t have an OP, ATAR or a Diploma 
of the International Baccalaureate, you can 
still receive a Selection Rank on the basis 
of bridging courses, tertiary admissions 
tests or work and life experience. 

For students seeking entry to degrees 
from Trimester 1, 2021, the Australian 
Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR) will replace 
the Overall Position (OP) as the standard 
pathway to tertiary study for Queensland 
Year 12s. For further information, visit 
qtac.edu.au/atar-2020

Additional criteria
Experience-based entry scheme
Some degrees, in particular those offered 
at the Queensland Conservatorium, 
require applicants to attend an audition 
and/or submit a folio of work. Education 
degrees require applicants to submit a 
personal statement. You can find specific 
information about these requirements at 
degrees.griffith.edu.au

Some Griffith degrees are designed for 
people who have studied at university 
before. These degrees require you to 
hold a bachelor degree to be eligible for 
entry. For more detail, refer to the entry 
requirements for specific degrees on 
degrees.griffith.edu.au

English language proficiency
If you are a prospective international 
applicant, or if your previous study was 
undertaken in a language other than 
English, you will need to demonstrate 
that you can speak, write, read and 
comprehend English. The English language 
proficiency requirements vary between 
degrees. Search degrees.griffith.edu.au 
for information on your preferred degree.

 Check entry 
requirements2 

Selection Rank
A competitive Selection Rank is required 
to be eligible for an offer into a degree.

Offers are made to applicants’ highest 
eligible preference. If your Selection Rank 
is equal to or better than the Selection 
Rank for that intake, and all other entry 
requirements are met, you may be eligible 
for an offer. Eligibility can also depend on 
whether the program is open and whether 
places are available for the intake. 

Selection Ranks are an indication of 
the demand for a degree, and do not 
necessarily reflect the level of academic 
difficulty. Indicative Selection Ranks are 
not available for new degrees. Selection 
Ranks can change from year to year and 
should be used as a guide only.

Applicants over 18
At Griffith, you are considered mature 
age if you are seeking entry to university 
and you are 18 years of age prior to the 
commencement of the next trimester. 

Pathways
If you have not met the entry 
requirements through your recently 
completed secondary studies, there  
is a range of options that can help  
you upgrade to your preferred degree  
or to satisfy subject prerequisites.

We recognise the knowledge and 
skills gained through bridging courses, 
vocational education and training (VET) 
study and Special Tertiary Admissions Test 
(STAT) results. The Selection Ranks from 
these qualifications may not meet the 
entry requirements for all degrees.

Please contact us to clarify the specific 
requirements for your preferred degree. 
Please note, STAT is not for current  
school-leavers. For more information,  
visit griffith.edu.au/pathways 
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Griffith Personal Statement
Success at university is about much more 
than completing a qualification. The Griffith 
Personal Statement is an entry pathway 
available to mature students who don’t 
meet the academic entry requirements for 
a number of degrees. You may be invited 
to apply on the basis of your personal 
and professional skills and knowledge. 
You’ll be asked to answer a number of 
questions based on criteria we know are 
good predictors of success at university, 
including attributes such as commitment, 
preparation, self-reflection and experience. 
Visit griffith.edu.au/griffith-personal-
statement to find out more. 

Griffith University 
Preparation Program 
If you are a non school-leaver who would 
like to undertake university study but lack 
the formal qualifications for admission, 
you may wish to apply for the Griffith 
University Preparation Program. 

The program consists of four courses which 
will provide you with the foundational 
knowledge, academic skills and confidence 
to complete an undergraduate degree 
at Griffith University. Applicants who 
successfully complete the program will  
be eligible for admission into a number  
of Griffith degrees. Visit griffith.edu.au/
gu-prep-program

Griffith College
If you haven’t achieved the OP or Selection 
Rank you were expecting, missed out on 
the degree of your choice, or are looking 
for alternative ways to get into university, 
you might consider completing a diploma 
at Griffith College. Located at the Gold 
Coast and Mt Gravatt campuses, Griffith 
College offers diplomas comprising courses 
comparable to those in some of our 
degrees. After successfully completing a 
Griffith College diploma, you’re guaranteed 
direct entry into a range of related 
Griffith degrees with up to a year’s credit. 
Conditions apply for some degrees. 

Griffith College also offers a Foundation 
Program to help you bridge the gap  
if you didn’t finish senior high school.  
See page 66 for more information  
about Griffith College, or visit  
griffith.edu.au/college to find out more.

Certificate IV in Adult  
Tertiary Preparation
TAFE and various other private providers 
offer the Certificate IV in Adult Tertiary 
Preparation. Students are trained in the 
knowledge and skills needed for successful 
tertiary study. If you complete the full 
Certificate IV in Adult Tertiary Preparation 
(CATP) at a Queensland TAFE Institute you 
are guaranteed a place in a range of Griffith 
University degrees. You can also complete 
specific components of the CATP to meet 
subject prerequisites for admission into  
your preferred degree. To find out more, 
visit griffith.edu.au/pathways

TAFE Admission Scheme
When you graduate with a Diploma or 
Advanced Diploma from an Australian 
TAFE Institute, your Selection Rank will 
be adjusted through our TAFE Admission 
Scheme. You’ll receive guaranteed direct 
entry into the next intake for your eligible 
degree where places are available. Some 
exclusions apply. You may also be eligible  
to receive credit transfer. To find out  
more, visit griffith.edu.au/ 
tafe-admission-scheme

Open Universities Australia
In conjunction with Open Universities 
Australia (OUA), we offer online studies 
in arts, business, communication, and 
criminology and criminal justice. OUA 
entry requirements enable anyone to 
study a degree, while offering greater 
flexibility in structure through the wide 
range of courses available. We also offer 
Commonwealth supported places (CSP) 
through OUA in the:

• Bachelor of Arts
• Bachelor of Business
• Bachelor of Communication  

and Journalism
• Bachelor of Criminology  

and Criminal Justice.

After completing and passing two OUA 
courses or equivalent (with a minimum 
GPA of 4 and within the previous 12 
months), you can apply for a CSP place. 
Visit open.edu.au/courses/grf to see 
what Griffith courses you can study via 
OUA and find out how to apply.

Visit griffith.edu.au/oua to find out 
about support for Griffith OUA students.
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Adjustment Factors
We offer a range of schemes that 
may boost your Selection Rank and 
improve your chances of getting into 
your preferred degree. You don’t need 
to apply for adjustments—they will be 
automatically applied to your QTAC or 
UAC application.

The maximum total adjustments  
an applicant can receive under all 
schemes is capped at 8 ranks.  
Subject prerequisites and additional 
entry requirements still apply,  
and some degrees are not eligible  
for adjustments.

Refer to degrees.griffith.edu.au  
for details on specific degrees.

GUESTS
The Griffith University Early Start to 
Tertiary Studies (GUESTS) program 
offers OP, ATAR or Diploma of the 
International Baccalaureate eligible 
senior high school students the 
opportunity to study a course (subject) 
at Griffith while still at school. Students 
who successfully complete their course 
are eligible to be awarded a maximum 
adjustment of 4 ranks (2 per course) 
and may apply for credit transfer  
in an undergraduate degree.  
Visit griffith.edu.au/guests for  
more information.

Year 12 adjustment scheme
We award subject adjustments for 
subjects and university courses that 
you successfully complete in high 
school that require a high level of skill 
and knowledge. This includes Year 12 
applicants currently undertaking their 
external senior studies. As a current 
Year 12 student, you can be awarded  
a maximum adjustment of 6 ranks  
(2 per subject) for successfully 
completing subjects (or equivalent 
interstate subjects) such as:

• Accounting
• Aerospace
• Ancient History
• Biology
• Business
• Chemistry
• Economics
• Geography
• Health
• Languages other than English (LOTE)
• Legal Studies
• Marine Science 
• Modern History
• Physics
• Specialist Maths
• GUESTS course#

#			Including	GUESTS	At-school	(including	Griffith	Biology,	
Griffith	Engineering	etc.),	On-campus	or	Online,	as	well	
as	recognised	GUESTS	equivalent	from	other	tertiary	
institutions.	You	can	receive	a	maximum	adjustment		
of	four	ranks	for	GUESTS	courses.

Note. The Bachelor of Medical Science  
and the Bachelor of Dental Health Science 
are excluded from this scheme.

For a complete list of subjects, find out 
more about subject adjustments at 
griffith.edu.au/Year12-adjustment- 
scheme

OP 1–6 Guarantee
We award all applicants with an OP 
1–6, or equivalent Selection Rank, 
a guaranteed place in most Griffith 
undergraduate degrees. You do not 
need to apply separately for the 
guarantee as this is automatically 
applied to eligible QTAC or UAC 
preferences. This scheme is  
also known as ‘The Griffith High-
Achiever Guarantee’ in UAC. Mature 
age and non-current school-leavers  
are also eligible for this scheme.  
For further details, please check  
the degree and career finder at 
degrees.griffith.edu.au

Gold Coast and Logan Campus 
Priority Access Scheme
If you’re a local and new to tertiary 
study, you may be eligible for Priority 
Access. This scheme awards a location 
adjustment of one OP band or two 
ranks when you apply for degrees 
at Gold Coast and Logan campuses 
and reside in an eligible region. Some 
degrees are excluded from this scheme. 
Find out more at griffith.edu.au/ 
gold-coast-logan-priority-access
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You can list up to six preferences 
on your QTAC application  
or five preferences on your  
UAC application. You’ll receive an 
offer for the highest preference 
you’re eligible for. Here’s a guide 
to ordering your preferences:

1st and 2nd Desired degrees—these 
are degrees you really want to study 
and that you have a reasonable chance  
of gaining entry to.

3rd and 4th Preferred degrees—these 
are degrees that you want to study and 
have a good chance of gaining entry to.

5th and 6th Pathways—these are 
degrees or diplomas that will help you 
upgrade to one of your desired or 
preferred degrees.

• Nominating a degree for all preferences 
will give you the best chance of being 
offered a place at university.

• If you’re applying for a double degree, 
make sure you list the two component 
single degrees as preferences as well 
—these may be easier to gain entry to. 
You may have the chance to upgrade to 
the double degree after a year of study.

• If you intend to study at the Gold Coast 
campus, we recommend that you apply 
via either QTAC or UAC, but not both. If 
you’re eligible, you’ll still receive your offer 
with us and you’ll save on application fees.

Get ready by 
preparing your 
application 

Lodge your  
application3 Lodge any 

additional 
applications

5 4 
Lodge as soon as  
you are ready 

Apply for Trimester 1 online 
to QTAC or UAC. 

QTAC—Early-bird 
applications close 28 
September, 2018.

UAC—Early-bird 
applications close at the  
end of September, 2018.

Applications may still be 
lodged after the Early-bird 
dates, but a late fee may apply.

Visit the QTAC and UAC 
websites to find out specific 
application deadlines for 
Trimester 2, Trimester 3  
and specific degrees.

For further information, 
please visit griffith.edu.au/
apply-to-study

As well as your QTAC or UAC 
application, you may have  
other applications to submit,  
such as music auditions,  
scholarships or accommodation.  
Application deadlines for these 
vary, so be sure to check the 
website for specific details.

Auditions
If you’re applying for a degree at the  
Griffith Queensland Conservatorium, visit  
griffith.edu.au/conservatorium-auditions  
for details on how to apply for an audition. 

Scholarships
With more than 600 scholarships on offer, 
we can help make study at university 
easier. Academic excellence, equity, 
accommodation, First Peoples and  
sports scholarships are available.  
Visit griffith.edu.au/scholarships to  
find out what you’re eligible for and apply.  
If you’re an international student, visit  
griffith.edu.au/international-scholarships 

Student accommodation
If you’re thinking of living on campus, 
submit your application as soon as 
possible. Accommodation offers are  
based on distance from the university  
and time of application. Successful 
applicants will be notified after QTAC  
offers are made. Find out more at  
griffith.edu.au/accommodation
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Accept your offer and enrolFind out about 
study costs  
and finance
6 7 

QTAC and UAC offers rounds for study in Trimester 1 2019 intake 
commence in early August 2018. We recommend accepting your  
offer and enrolling as soon as possible to secure your place.  
You can then select your classes and create a timetable.

QTAC continuous offers
Griffith commences making QTAC offers 
to eligible non school-leavers from August 
each year. Year 12 students may receive 
an offer as soon as results are released in 
December, which can assist with organising 
accommodation, changing preferences or 
seeking alternative study pathways. 

Offers to some programs are made only 
during the mid-January offer round.

This means you have to wait until this 
date before you receive an offer. To check 
degrees and their offer round dates,  
visit qtac.edu.au

Credit for prior learning
Once you have been accepted into Griffith, 
you can apply for credit for prior learning, 
which can reduce the time it will take to 
complete your degree. Providing you can 
show that it’s relevant to your degree, you 
can be granted credit for formal study 
such as TAFE courses, non-formal learning, 
such as workplace training, and informal 
learning, such as work, social, family, hobby 
or leisure activities. Visit griffith.edu.au/
credit to find out more.

Deferment
Deferment allows you to delay the start of 
your studies, while still securing your offer. 
Deferment is not available for all degrees 
and cannot exceed 12 months. You can 
request to defer after you receive an 
offer. You can select the deferment  
option when you respond to your  
QTAC offer. For UAC, you can email  
deferred@griffith.edu.au  
to request deferment.

Internal transfer
Once you have been admitted to Griffith 
you have the option to apply for an internal 
transfer to another degree. Providing you 
meet the entry requirements for the 
degree you wish to transfer to, you do  
not need to reapply through QTAC or UAC.

If you have an active QTAC or UAC 
application, you can also change  
your preferences. 

Not all degrees can be applied for  
via internal transfer. Find out more  
at griffith.edu.au/apply/ 
internal-transfer

Most Australian students who are 
studying degrees are recognised 
as Commonwealth-supported 
students. This means you pay 
a student contribution each 
trimester and the majority of  
the cost of your education is met 
by the Australian Government, 
through the HECS-HELP scheme.

2018 Student contribution bands

BANDS AND DISCIPLINES 
IN EACH BAND

RANGE  
(PER EFTSL*)

Band 3: Law,	Accounting,	
Administration,	Economics,	
Commerce,	Dentistry,	Medicine,	
Veterinary	Science

$10,754

Band 2: Mathematics,	Statistics,	
Computing,	Built	Environment,	
Other	Health,	Allied	Health,	Science,	
Engineering,	Surveying,	Agriculture

$9,185

Band 1: Humanities,	Behavioural	
Science,	Social	Studies,	Education^,	
Clinical	Psychology,	Foreign	
Languages,	Visual	and	Performing	
Arts,	Nursing^

$6,444

*	 Equivalent	full-time	study	load.
^	 	Students	considered	as	pre-2010	will	be	charged	for	

Education	and	Nursing	at	the	rate	of	$5,157	per	EFTSL.

Visit studyassist.gov.au for more 
information on student contributions bands.

Deferring your study costs  
with HECS-HELP
HECS-HELP (the Higher Education 
Contribution Scheme-Higher Education 
Loan Program) is a government loan 
that, depending on your citizenship or 
residency status, allows you to defer the 
costs of your study and pay your student 
contribution when you are earning more 
money. You repay your HECS-HELP debt 
through the tax system. This means  
that other than study materials such  
as textbooks, you will have no up-front 
costs for your degree.

Financial assistance
Once you are at university, our welfare 
and student liaison officers can help you 
plan budgets, apply for loans and equity 
schemes (if you qualify), and explore 
other financial options, such as Centrelink 
payments. Visit griffith.edu.au/welfare 
for more information.
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Griffith College

Griffith College offers diplomas 
that provide an admission 
pathway to Griffith University  
if you don’t get in to your  
chosen degree. After completing 
your diploma, you’ll be eligible 
for entry to second year* of 
a Griffith bachelor degree, so 
you’ll lose no time in graduating.

Griffith College programs are equivalent 
to university-level study, and are delivered 
in a supportive and specialised learning 
environment to better prepare you for 
success in your bachelor degree. 

And because Griffith College is situated 
on-campus at the Gold Coast and Mt 
Gravatt, you’ll have access to university 
facilities and become part of the 
Griffith community from day one.

Griffith College offers 11 diploma 
programs providing access to second 
year of more than 60 Griffith bachelor 
degrees across diverse study areas such 
as arts, commerce, hotel management, 
psychology, IT, science, nursing, health 
sciences, engineering, criminology 
and design over two trimesters.

For Griffith College fee information,  
entry requirements and credit transfer 
information, visit griffith.edu.au/college

*		Entry	into	second	year	is	dependent	on	successfully	
completing	the	Griffith	College	program	and	meeting	
degree	admission	requirements.	Students	must	complete		
in	their	second	or	third	years	of	the	degree	any	first	year	
core	courses	for	which	credit	transfer	has	not	been	granted.

Discover an admission pathway to Griffith University.

Foundation Program
Griffith College also offers a Foundation 
Program, which is a bridging course for 
students who didn’t finish senior studies 
in high school. You’ll be trained in the 
knowledge and skills needed for successful 
university study and be able to acquire 
prerequisites for specific Griffith University 
degrees. Griffith College Foundation 
Program graduates are eligible to apply for 
many Griffith College diplomas and Griffith 
University degrees via direct application.

Strive for success
‘I	decided	to	apply	through	Griffith	College	as	I	had	been		
out	of	school	for	a	little	while	and	wanted	to	study	again.	

Griffith	College	offered	a	very	supportive	course	to	guide		
my	learning	and	has	taught	me	so	many	different	ways	to	

study	more	effectively.	The	teaching	styles	of	the		
lecturers	are	second	to	none.	They	present	the	course		

information	in	a	fun,	easy-to-understand	manner		
which	inspires	us	to	strive	for	success.		

I	love	that	I	can	make	an	appointment	to	
meet	with	a	Student	Learning	Adviser		

if	I	need	help	with	my	assignments.’

Jessica Murray
Diploma of Health Sciences
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These Griffith College 
programs

Can provide entry to these Griffith University pathway 
degrees with credit

Credit awarded / 
duration of degree

Associate	Degree	in	Commerce	and	Business	
specialisations	in	Accounting,	Finance,	Hospitality	
Management,	Human	Resource	Management		
and	Management	

Bachelor	of	Business* 160CP	/	1F

Bachelor	of	Commerce* 160CP	/	1F

Bachelor	of	International	Tourism	and	Hotel	Management* 150–160CP	/	1F

Diploma	of	Arts	and	Communication
Bachelor	of	Arts* 80CP	/	2F

Bachelor	of	Communication	and	Journalism* 70/80CP^	/	2F

Diploma	of	Commerce

Bachelor	of	Business 80CP	/	2F

Bachelor	of	Commerce 80CP	/	2F

Bachelor	of	Government	and	International	Relations 60–70CP	/	2.5F

Bachelor	of	International	Business 80CP	/	2F

Bachelor	of	International	Tourism	and	Hotel	Management 80CP	/	2F

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	Commerce	(Accounting) 80CP	/	5.5F

Bachelor	of	Pharmacology	and	Toxicology/Bachelor	of	Business 70/80CP^	/	3–3.5F

Bachelor	of	Aviation	Management 50–60CP	/	2F

Diploma	of	Criminology		
and	Criminal	Justice

Bachelor	of	Criminology	and	Criminal	Justice 80CP	/	2F

Bachelor	of	Laws/Bachelor	of	Criminology	and	Criminal	Justice 80CP	/	4.5F

Diploma	of	Design

Bachelor	of	Creative	and	Interactive	Media 50CP	/	2.5–3F

Bachelor	of	Design 80CP	/	2F

Bachelor	of	Fine	Art 40CP	/	3F

Bachelor	of	Photography 40CP	/	3F

Diploma	of	Engineering
Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)* 70–80CP	/	3–3.5F

Bachelor	of	Industrial	Design 40CP	/	3F

Bachelor	of	Engineering	Technology	in	Electronic	and	Computing	Engineering 70/80CP^	/	2.5F

Diploma	of	Health	Care Bachelor	of	Nursing 80CP	/	2F

Diploma	of	Health	Sciences

Bachelor	of	Biomedical	Science	(Nathan) 70CP	/	2.5F

Bachelor	of	Biomedical	Science	(Gold	Coast) 80CP	/	2F

Bachelor	of	Exercise	Science 60–70CP	/	2.5F

Bachelor	of	Health	Science 80CP	/	2F

Bachelor	of	Medical	Laboratory	Science 80CP	/	3.5F

Bachelor	of	Nutrition	and	Dietetics 80CP	/	3F

Bachelor	of	Paramedicine 40CP	/	2.5F

Bachelor	of	Pharmacology	and	Toxicology 70/80CP#	/	2–2.5F

Bachelor	of	Pharmacology	and	Toxicology/Bachelor	of	Business 80CP	/	3F

Bachelor	of	Pharmacology	and	Toxicology/Bachelor	of	Laws 60CP	/	5F

Bachelor	of	Pharmacy 60CP	/	4F

Bachelor	of	Physiotherapy 40CP	/	4F

Bachelor	of	Science 50–60CP	/	2.5F

Bachelor	of	Sport	Development 30/40CP#	/	3F

Diploma	of	Hotel	Management

Bachelor	of	Business 80CP	/	2F

Bachelor	of	Commerce* 70–80CP	/	2F

Bachelor	of	Government	and	International	Relations 70CP	/	2.5F

Bachelor	of	International	Business 80CP	/	2F

Bachelor	of	International	Tourism	and	Hotel	Management 80CP	/	2F

Diploma	of	Information	Technology
Bachelor	of	Creative	and	Interactive	Media 50CP	/	2.5F

Bachelor	of	Information	Technology 80CP	/	2F

Diploma	of	Science

Bachelor	of	Biomedical	Science	(Nathan) 80CP	/	2F

Bachelor	of	Biomedical	Science	(Gold	Coast) 60CP	/	2.5F

Bachelor	of	Environmental	Science 80CP	/	2F

Bachelor	of	Forensic	Science 60/70CP^	/	2.5F

Bachelor	of	Marine	Science 40–70CP	/	3F

Bachelor	of	Science* 70–80CP	/	2F

Diploma	of	Social	and		
Psychological	Science

Bachelor	of	Child	and	Family	Studies 80CP	/	2F

Bachelor	of	Counselling 70CP	/	2.5F

Bachelor	of	Human	Services 80CP	/	2F

Bachelor	of	Psychology	(Honours) 80CP	/	3F

Bachelor	of	Psychological	Science 80CP	/	2F

Bachelor	of	Social	Work 80CP	/	2F

*	 Maximum	credit	applies	to	specific	majors/minors	only.
^	 Lower	amount	for	international	students	required	to	complete	the	English	Language	Enhancement	Course.	
#	 Lower	amount	for	all	students	not	required	to	complete	English	Language	Enhancement	Course.
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Support to help you succeed

Orientation
To help you get settled and enjoy success 
at university, we hold Orientation Week, or 
O-Week, the week before each trimester 
starts. You’ll find out more about your 
chosen degree, meet other students, 
get familiar with our campuses, have the 
chance to sign up for clubs and societies 
and find out what Griffith has to offer. 
As well as practical tours and information 
sessions, O-Week includes fun activities 
and social events, plus live music, food 
stalls and giveaways. Find out more at 
griffith.edu.au/orientation

Learning support services
In our libraries we provide spaces that 
are adaptable and comfortable where 
you can access services and resources, 
meet up for group study or find a space 
for individual work. In all our libraries we 
provide computers for study, laptops you 
can borrow, or you can connect your  
own device to the wireless network. 
Participate in our Early-bird workshops  
or upskill at your own pace with the 
libraries’ study modules designed to 
develop your academic, digital and library 
research skills. For more information visit  
griffith.edu.au/library/study

Peer Assisted Study Sessions
You can access Peer Assisted Study 
Sessions (PASS) for a wide range of 
courses. PASS is facilitated by student 
leaders who have previously completed 
the course and achieved excellent results. 
Participating in PASS will help you improve 
your grades, better understand course 
content, break down complex ideas and 
save hours with smarter study methods.

Peer mentoring
At Griffith, successful continuing students 
provide our commencing students with 
assistance to settle into university. 
These students are called peer mentors. 
Evidence shows students who connect 
with a mentor report an enhanced sense 
of connection, as it helps them to know 
and interact with other students and 
staff. They also feel engaged with their 
program, have knowledge of the services 
available to them as students and report  
a comfortable Orientation process.

Tutoring
Griffith students offer tutoring to 
students from surrounding schools and 
to current Griffith students. The tutoring 
sites allow students looking for tutoring 
assistance to find the most appropriate 
tutor based on location and subject 
expertise. To access a Griffith tutor  
visit griffith.edu.au/tutoring

International students
If you’re from a non-English speaking 
background, you can improve your skills 
through EnglishHELP (English Higher 
Education Language Program). This free 
service offers individual support to help you 
build confidence with speaking and listening, 
improve your knowledge of grammar and 
your pronunciation, and learn to write a 
scientific report. Explore EnglishHELP’s  
free online resources at 
griffith.edu.au/englishhelp

You’ll also have access to our International 
Student Advisers, who offer personal 
support and can help you with study-
related issues. Find out more at  
griffith.edu.au/international- 
student-advisors

We offer a wide range of support services to help  
you feel confident and succeed in your degree.

Personal support services
Our personal support services will help you 
manage your life while you’re at university, 
and develop skills to enhance your life and 
study. Our services and programs include:

• transition and support services 
for students from educationally 
disadvantaged backgrounds 

• specialised support for students  
with disabilities

• job search and career development  
to build employability skills

• chaplaincy, where you can discuss life’s 
challenges, explore spirituality, faith 
and social justice issues and meet other 
people interested in religious matters

• counselling, to help you when you 
need support with issues such as 
the transition from school, study, 
motivation, relationships, self-esteem, 
grief and loss, anxiety and stress

• health services, such as bulk-billed 
medical consultations, specialist 
appointments, free nursing 
consultations and health information

• welfare support and help with issues 
such as appeals and grievances, student 
loans, Centrelink payments, budgeting 
and tenancy

• personal development programs to 
grow skills for life and study (resilience, 
adaptability, financial literacy, etc.).

Go to griffith.edu.au/student-services 
to find out more.
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander students
The GUMURRII Student Support Unit (SSU) 
is the heart of Griffith University’s Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander community and is 
located on each of Griffith’s five campuses. 
GUMURRII SSU is a dedicated support unit 
for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
students enrolled at Griffith University. 
GUMURRII SSU staff assist students from 
recruitment and orientation through to 
graduation, providing undergraduate 
and postgraduate support, including 
tutorial assistance in a safe and culturally 
appropriate learning environment.

The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Tutorial Assistance Program (ATSITAP) 
is an initiative that aims to improve 
educational outcomes for Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander students at Griffith 
University. The ATSITAP funding covers 
the costs of providing supplementary 
tuition to eligible students who require 
additional academic support.

Find out more at griffith.edu.au/gumurrii

Finding a place to live
Griffith Accommodation and a range 
of private providers offer on-campus 
accommodation at our Gold Coast, Nathan, 
Mt Gravatt and Logan campuses. Living 
on campus is a convenient option for many 
students and provides the opportunity 
to join a diverse international community, 
access university facilities and academic 
support and make lifelong friends. We can 
also provide information on how to find  
off-campus accommodation, what to look 
for when inspecting properties, how to 
apply for accommodation once you have 
found the right place and help you connect 
with potential flatmates if you’re looking  
to share accommodation. 

Campus Life (in Brisbane and Logan) and 
the Student Guild (at the Gold Coast) can 
also provide you with up-to-date listings 
of accommodation ranging from rooms in 
share houses to beach-front apartments, 
with information on transport and costs. 

For more information visit  
griffith.edu.au/accommodation 

Students with disabilities
We provide disability support services  
on all campuses.

These services, coordinated through our 
Student Services office, enable students 
with disabilities to access and participate in 
our learning environment. Support includes:

• information on application and 
enrolment procedures

• adjustments to the physical environment
• negotiation of reasonable adjustments
• access to assistive technology 
• arrangements for required readings  

to be converted to accessible formats.

Future students should contact  
the Disabilities Service:
Phone:  +61 (0)7 3735 7470
Email:  disability@griffith.edu.au

If you are deaf or hard of hearing, you can 
contact the Disabilities Service Officer 
directly on:
Phone:  0419 713 271
Email:    deafstudentsupportprogram 

@griffith.edu.au

Bachelor of Arts student Emily Smith combines her love  
of literature with helping others. As a Peer Assisted Study 
Session leader, she helps fellow arts students with first  
year courses. ‘It’s a great position because it helps students 
become more confident in their knowledge. It also helps me  
with strengthening my knowledge of the courses,’ she said.  
She also established the Humanities, Languages and Social 
Sciences Society and is an Academic Excellence Society 
Ambassador, helping students with peer support. 

Emily Smith
Bachelor of Arts
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Associate Degree in Commerce and Business specialisations  
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Human Resource Management and Management  67

Bachelor of Acting  50

Bachelor of Animation  30

Bachelor of Applied Information Technology  38

Bachelor of Architectural Design  26, 30

Bachelor of Arts  29, 30, 35, 36, 40, 42, 48, 50, 67
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Bachelor of Asian Studies  29, 35, 36, 40

Bachelor of Aviation  27

Bachelor of Aviation Management  27, 29, 67
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Bachelor of Construction Management (Honours) 26

Bachelor of Contemporary Australian Indigenous Art  30

Bachelor of Counselling  48, 67

Bachelor of Creative and Interactive Media  30, 38, 67

Bachelor of Creative and Interactive Media/ 
Bachelor of Business  57

Bachelor of Criminology and Criminal Justice  42, 67

Bachelor of Criminology and Criminal Justice/ 
Bachelor of Information Technology  58

Bachelor of Dental Health Science  46

Bachelor of Dental Prosthetics  46

Bachelor of Dental Technology  46

Bachelor of Dental Technology/Bachelor of Dental Prosthetics  58

Bachelor of Design  26, 30, 67

Bachelor of Design/Bachelor of Business  57, 58

Bachelor of Education  
(specialising in primary teaching)  32, 36, 53, 54

Bachelor of Education  
(specialising in secondary teaching)  30, 32, 36, 38, 48, 50, 53, 54

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Mechanical)/ 
Bachelor of Industrial Design  58

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)  26, 33, 34, 38, 45, 54, 67

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/Bachelor of Aviation  57, 58

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/Bachelor of Business  57, 58

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/Bachelor of  
Computer Science  57, 58

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/Bachelor of  
Environmental Science  58

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/Bachelor of  
Information Technology  58

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/Bachelor of Science  58, 59

Bachelor of Engineering Technology in Electronic  
and Computer Engineering  33, 38, 67

Bachelor of Environmental Science  26, 34, 52, 67

Bachelor of Environmental Science/Bachelor of Business  57, 58

Bachelor of Environmental Science/Bachelor of Data Science 58 

Bachelor of Environmental Science/Bachelor of Laws  58, 59

Bachelor of Exercise Science  44, 54, 67

Bachelor of Exercise Science/Bachelor of Business  57, 58

Bachelor of Exercise Science/Bachelor of  
Psychological Science  58, 59

Bachelor of Film and Screen Media Production  30

Bachelor of Fine Art  30, 67

Bachelor of Fine Art/Bachelor of Business  57, 58

Bachelor of Forensic Science  52, 67

Bachelor of Forensic Science/Bachelor of Criminology  
and Criminal Justice  58

Bachelor of Games Design  30, 38

Bachelor of Government and International Relations  35, 36, 40, 67

Bachelor of Government and International Relations/ 
Bachelor of Asian Studies  57, 58

Bachelor of Health Science  45, 52, 67

Bachelor of Human Services  48, 67

Bachelor of Human Services/Bachelor of Criminology  
and Criminal Justice  58
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Bachelor of Industrial Design  26, 30, 33, 67

Bachelor of Information Technology  38, 67

Bachelor of Information Technology/Bachelor of Business 57, 58

Bachelor of Information Technology/Bachelor of Commerce 57, 58

Bachelor of Intelligent Digital Technologies  38

Bachelor of International Business  28, 35, 40, 67
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Government and International Relations  58, 59

Bachelor of International Tourism and  
Hotel Management  26, 28, 29, 54, 67
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Bachelor of Languages and Linguistics  40
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Bachelor of Laws/Bachelor of Asian Studies  57, 59
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and Criminal Justice  58, 59, 67
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and International Relations  58, 59
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Bachelor of Laws/Bachelor of Psychological Science  59

Bachelor of Marine Science  34, 52, 67

Bachelor of Medical Laboratory Science  45, 52, 67

Bachelor of Medical Science  46, 52

Bachelor of Midwifery  46

Bachelor of Music  50

Bachelor of Musical Theatre  50

Bachelor of Nursing  46, 67

Bachelor of Nursing/Graduate Certificate in Paediatric Nursing  59

Bachelor of Nutrition and Dietetics (graduate entry)  44

Bachelor of Nutrition and Dietetics  44, 67

Bachelor of Occupational Therapy  44

Bachelor of Paramedicine  46, 67

Bachelor of Pharmacology and Toxicology  45, 46, 53, 67

Bachelor of Pharmacology and Toxicology/ 
Bachelor of Business  57, 59, 67

Bachelor of Pharmacology and Toxicology/ 
Bachelor of Laws  59, 67

Bachelor of Pharmacy  46, 67

Bachelor of Photography  30, 67

Bachelor of Photography/Bachelor of Business  57, 59

Bachelor of Physiotherapy  44, 54, 67

Bachelor of Popular Music  50

Bachelor of Psychological Science  48, 67

Bachelor of Psychological Science/Bachelor of Business  57, 59

Bachelor of Psychological Science/Bachelor of  
Criminology and Criminal Justice  58, 59

Bachelor of Psychological Science/Master of  
Mental Health Practice  59

Bachelor of Psychological Science/Master of  
Rehabilitation Counselling  59

Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)  48, 67

Bachelor of Public Health  46

Bachelor of Public Relations and Communication  67

Bachelor of Science  34, 45, 52, 67

Bachelor of Science Advanced (Honours)  34, 52

Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Arts 57, 59

Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Business  57, 59

Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Commerce  57, 59

Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Data Science 59 

Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Information Technology 58, 59

Bachelor of Social Science  36, 42, 48

Bachelor of Social Work  48, 67

Bachelor of Sport Development  44, 54, 67

Bachelor of Urban and Environmental Planning  26, 34

Bachelor of Urban and Environmental Planning/ 
Bachelor of Science  59

Diploma of Arts and Communication 67

Diploma of Commerce 67

Diploma of Criminology and Criminal Justice 67

Diploma of Design 67

Diploma of Engineering 67

Diploma of Health Care 67

Diploma of Health Sciences 67

Diploma of Hotel Management 67

Diploma of Information Technology 67

Diploma of Languages  40

Diploma of Science 67

Diploma of Social and Psychological Science 67
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Key dates

APPLICATIONS

QTAC	applications	for	2019	admissions	open 2	August	2018

UAC	applications	for	2019	admissions	open early	August	2018

Scholarship	applications	open	(closing	dates	vary) 20	July	2018

QTAC Early-bird applications due 28 September 2018

UAC Early-bird applications due visit uac.edu.au for details

Queensland Conservatorium

Queensland	Conservatorium	QTAC	audition/admission	applications	open
Auditions	are	required	for	music,	musical	theatre	and	acting	
degrees.	Visit	griffith.edu.au/conservatorium-auditions		
for	details.

Queensland	Conservatorium	QTAC	audition/admission	applications	due

Queensland	Conservatorium	auditions

Medicine

2019	GAMSAT	registration	opens November	2018

Griffith University Early Start to Tertiary Studies (GUESTS)

Applications	due	for	Trimester	2	2018	(Year	11	and	Year	12	students) 30	May	2018

Applications	due	for	Trimester	3	2018	(Year	11	students) 1	October	2018

Applications	due	for	Trimester	1	2019	(Year	12	students) 30	October	2018

GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY EVENTS

Q&A	sessions	–	Nathan,	Gold	Coast	and	Logan 21–25	May,	17–28	September	2018

Pathways	to	Medicine	Information	Evening	–	Gold	Coast	and	South	Bank 14	and	15	May	2018

Mature	Student	Open	Evening	–	South	Bank	and	Gold	Coast 15	and	17	May,	13	and	15	November,	2018

Parent	and	Student	Advice	Night	–	Nathan	and	Gold	Coast 22	and	24	May	2018

Discover	Griffith	–	Nathan	and	Gold	Coast 19	and	21	June	2018

Open Day – Nathan, Gold Coast and South Bank 12 August 2018

Explore your Options, online 15 and 17–20 December 2018

Visit	griffith.edu.au/key-dates	for	information	about	events,	including	ones	for	specific	degrees	held	on-campus	throughout	the	year,	and	more	
details	about	application	dates.

STUDY EXPOS

TSXPO	(Tertiary	Studies	Expo) 21–22	July	2018

2019 GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY TRIMESTER DATES

Trimester	1 25	February	–	8	June	2019

Trimester	2 8	July	–	19	October	2019	

Trimester	3 28	October	2019	–	15	February	2020	

Visit	griffith.edu.au/academiccalendar	for	detailed	academic	calendars.
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We believe in the 
potential for all 
people to become 
Remarkable.
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SEE YOU AT 
OPEN DAY!

Sunday 12 August 2018

For advice and information, visit 
griffith.edu.au/ask-us

Call us on 1800 677 728 
to talk to our study advisers.

If you’re an international student, 
phone +61 (0)7 3735 6425 or email 
international@griffith.edu.au

Talk to us

Gold Coast, Nathan and South Bank campuses

griffith.edu.au/openday

http://www.griffith.edu.au/ask-us
mailto:international%40griffith.edu.au?subject=International%20student%20enquiry
http://griffith.edu.au/openday
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